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PREFACE 
 
This volume contains abstracts that have been accepted for presentation at the Space Resources 
Roundtable IX, October 25-27, 2007, Colorado School of Mines, Golden, Colorado. 
 
Publications support for this meeting was provided by the staff of the Publications and Program 
Services Department at the Lunar and Planetary Institute. 
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Development of a Bucket-Ladder Excavator in Support  

of the Lunar Exploration Architecture: 
Mechanical Hardware Design 

 
Don Arbuckle 

 
Abstract:  The Multi-Purpose Excavation Demonstrator (MPED) is a commercial effort and a third 
generation of technology, following drum, bucket wheel and bucket ladder excavator work by the 
Colorado School of Mines.  The Moonraker™ is an industrial instantiation, designed to be commercially 
viable, with the prototype machine currently under construction.   
 
The MPED excavator is euphemistically dubbed ‘the Blade’ because of its strong resemblence to a 
chainsaw.  The unit is built mostly of machined Aluminum, COTS bearings, motor and seals and steel 
Pintle Chain.  The device will feature a COTS industrial controller as the development continues.  Several 
of its features were measures for dust mitigation or exploitation as well as for digging functions.  Civil 
engineering, structural construction and ISRU mining and manufacturing contexts were present for the 
formulation of the design.  The sysRAND MPED Team has worked to achieve at least TRL 6 when the 
excavator completes testing and field trials. 
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Scaling Towards Oxygen Production  E. H. Cardiff1, B. R. Pomeroy1, and L. A. Garchar2, 1NASA Goddard Space 
Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771, USA, Eric.H.Cardiff@nasa.gov, 2 Department of Geological Sciences and 
Engineering, University of Nevada, Reno, Reno, NV 89557. 

 
Introduction:  As progress continues with in situ pro-
duction of oxygen, one of the key factors to consider is 
the scalability of the process.  Scalability has a crucial 
effect on the power requirements, system mass, pro-
duction rate, and yield.  Engineering of the processes 
can give good estimates, but estimates are still depend-
ant on the data that they are based upon.  

 
Reactors Developed: The NASA GSFC ISRU team 
has developed four different scale reactors for the pro-
duction of oxygen by vacuum pyrolysis, along with 
two other systems that remain in development.  All of 
these systems are relatively small-scale – much smaller 
than a pilot plant – but they provide some information 
on scaling parameters.  Two of these systems use solar 
flux as the heat source and the other  two systems are 
heated resistively.  The first prototype system was 
based on a Fresnel lens that delivered ~650W into the 
regolith[1].  The heating efficiency of this system was 
actually very high, but the system had inherently lim-
ited lifetimes.  A second solar flux system was devel-
oped that could go to 10 kW of power. 

The resistively heated chambers are significantly 
smaller.  The smallest system is a prototype for a flight 
instrument based on a Knudsen cell.  The Volatile 
Analysis by Pyrolysis of Regolith (VAPoR) is an in-
strument concept to perform vacuum pyrolysis on the 
Moon.  The VAPoR pyrolysis-mass spectrometer in-
strument concept study was recently selected for fund-
ing by the NASA Lunar Sortie Science Opportunities 
Program [2].  The VAPoR breadboard requires ap-
proximately 60 W  of power to reach 1300ºC. 

A larger scale system has also been used to develop  
the materials necessary for a higher temperature flight 
system.  This system uses a vacuum cavity is pumped 
out by a turbopump.  A 15 cc zirconia crucible is 
heated by a tungsten filament from the bottom of the 
cavity.  The crucible is thermally isolated from the 
walls of the vacuum chamber by nested tungsten radia-
tion shields and zirconia spacers.  A type-C thermo-
couple is used to measure the temperature inside the 
crucible.  A mass spectrometer is used to measure the 
gasses produced.  A schematic of the experiment lay-
out is shown in Figure 1.  This system currently re-
quires ~530W of power to take a sample of JSC-1A to 
1100ºC, but this continues to improve.  This tempera-
ture was limited by the current-limited power supply. 

Residual Gas 
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Turbo Pump

Pressure Tap

Alligator Clips

Tungsten 
electrodes

Nested tungsten 
shields

Slotted 
Zirconia 
Support

Tungsten 
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Turbo Pump
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Alligator Clips
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Tungsten 
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C Thermocouple

 
Figure 1.  Schematic of the high-temperature vacuum pyro-
lysis chamber.  Thermocouples are also located on the exte-

rior of the chamber, and the chamber is fully insulated. 
 
Experiment Changes:  Several iterations were made 
to get the crucible and samples up to reasonable tem-
peratures from the configuration described previously 
[4].   Several problems were encountered, including 
coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) mismatches, 
sputtering, and localized overheating.  
Conclusions:  A summary of the critical performance 
parameters is shown in Table 1 for all four of these 
chambers. 

Table 1.  Chamber properties. 

 Prototype Mirror VAPoR High T 
Power 
(W) 

650 10,000 60 500 

Max 
Temp 
(ºC) 

1870 1500+ 1300 1100 

Chamber 
Mass 
(kg) 

35 300 18 12 

Sample 
Size (g) 

20 2000 0.15 20 

 
References: [1] Matchett, J.  (2005) M.S. Thesis.  

The George Washington University.  [2] Glavin, D. P., 
Cardiff, E. H., ten Kate , I. L., and Mahaffy, P. R. 
(2007) Space Resource Roundtable IX.  [3] Cardiff, E. 
H. and Pomeroy, B. (2005) Space Resource Roundta-
ble VII. [4] Cardiff, E., Pomeroy, B., Banks, I. S., and 
Benz, A., (2007) Space Technology and Applications Inter-
national Forum. 
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ISRU-BASED TRANSPORTATION ARCHITECTURES FOR THE MOON USING DIRECT 2.0 LAUNCH 
VEHICLES.  J. Diaz1 and D. Vivanco,2 1Center for Space Resoureces. Colorado School of Mines, 1310 Maple 
Street, Golden, CO 80401, jadiaz@mines.edu 2Future Programmes and Strategy Office, Directorae of Launches. 
European Space Agency. 8-10 rue Mario Nikis, 75738 Paris Cedex 15. France, david.vivanco@esa.int  
 

 
 

Abstract: The Direct Shuttle Derivative, or DIRECT, 
is an alternative to Ares I and Ares V launch vehicles 
[1] . In May 2007, DIRECT 2.0 was released [2]. By 
using only one launcher with different configurations, 
capable of performing both Ares I and Ares V roles, 
and sharing and reusing many Shuttle components 
with minimal alterations, developing costs, operation 
costs and schedule reductions will be accomplished.  
These reductions may bring the opportunity of early 
ISRU integration for lunar missions. 
 
This article analyzes these potential savings as well as 
the performance and cost of  in-situ propellant produc-
tion options for lunar exploration being enabled by 
them, compared to traditional ones, using ESAS as a 
baseline. The use of lunar propellant is limited to the 
lunar lander. All of above are within the launch capa-
bilities of the DIRECT 2.0 launch vehicles.  
 
Cryogenic propulsion options for the lunar lander, low 
boil-off rate for cryogenic storage, one stage design [3] 
and potential for reusability have been identified as 
some of the factors with the most impact in the per-
formance of  a lunar architecture based on in situ pro-
pellant propulsion.  Some of the risks associated with 
the use of a one stage design for the lander can be 
mitigated with additional redundancy, and by refueling 
on orbit instead of on the Moon, adding also flexibility 
to exploration, not being constrained to a single lunar 
outpost, as described by Duke et al. [4]. 

 

References: [1] C. Longton (2007) A DIRECT Ap-
proach. Horizons AIAA Volume 32, Issue 3. Summer 
2007.  
[2] Replacing Ares-I & Ares-V –Edited by: C. Long-
ton,, A. Maia, P. Metschan, S. Metschan and R. Tier-
ney (2007)  Delivering More Landed Payload Mass to 
the Lunar Surface – Sooner. Based on the Works of 
NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center. Version 2.02.  
[3] B. M. Birckenstaedt,  J. Hopkins, B. F. Kutter, F. 
Zegler, T. Mosher Lunar Lander Configurations In-
corporating Accessibility,Mobility, and Centaur Cryo-
genic Propulsion Experience.  
[4] M. B. Duke, J. Diaz, B. Ruiz, and B. Blair (2004) 
New Space Transportation Architectures Based on the 
Use of Planetary Resources, ICES 2004 (article 
04ICES-220). 
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PISCES: ISRU RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATION PLAN.  1M. B. Duke and 2Frank Schowengerdt, 
1Center for Space Resources, Colorado School of Mines, 1030 Sunset Canyon S., Dripping Springs, TX 78620, 
mikeduke@earthlink.net, 2Affiliate Professor of Physics and Astronomy and Director of PISCES,  
University of Hawai'i at Hilo, 200 W. Kawii ST., Hilo, HI 96720-4091,  schoweng@hawaii.edu. 

 
 
PISCES:  The Pacific International Science Center 

for Exploration Systems (PISCES) has been initiated 
by the State of Hawaii, on the advice of the Japan-U. 
S. Technology, Science and Applications Program 
(JUSTSAP). PISCES intends to establish a lunar out-
post analog in a lunar-like terrain, on the flank of a 
volcano on the Big Island of Hawaii. This simulation 
center will be used for technology research and dem-
onstration, operations development, training of astro-
nauts and ground support personnel, education and 
public outreach. ISRU will be one strong element of 
the demonstration and research program.  

ISRU Demonstration:  PISCES will establish a 
field area in which technology demonstrations of 
ISRU processes can be conducted in a representative 
environment. Representative field areas will be visited 
this year and assessed for their utility and the degree to 
which they are compatable with preservation of the 
Hawaiian physical and cultural environment. It is ex-
pected that ISRU systems to extract oxygen from re-
golith at a pilot plant level will be demonstrated here, 
as several groups are making progress on oxygen ex-
traction techniques. The PISCES facility will have an 
abundant supply of simulant material, which will be 
characterized in the initial year of PISCES operation. 
Other techniques will be demonstrated as they are de-
veloped, utilizing the outpost simulation to provide 
boundary conditions for power, robotic operations, 
surface mobility, and other outpost infrastructure ele-
ments.  

ISRU Research:  A research program conducted 
by PISCES is considered essential to allow the 
PISCES to have staff who are members of the ISRU 
community, fully knowledgeable about the state of 
knowledge in the field. Initial considerations suggest 
that the PISCES ISRU research program will focus on 
excavation, construction and manufacturing techniques 
for the lunar surface, utilizing local Hawaiian regolith 
simulant where applicable. This will not compete with 
resource extraction research that is already well estab-
lished, but represents a key element of a permanent 
lunar outpost program. Special attention will be given 
to construction and manufacturing projects that can 
contribute to lunar outpost infrastructure. For example, 
one idea is to learn to make solar concentrators from 
local materials. It is expected that some elements of the 
analog outpost will be constructed of local materials 
processed by systems developed by PISCES. 

Program Plan:  In the coming year, a detailed 
program plan will be developed. The plan will include 
a preliminary workshop in which products and proc-
esses will be discussed and prioritized in terms of fea-
sibility. Proposals for research will be prepared to 
funding agencies, industry or benefactors,  as appro-
priate. Persons or organizations interested in collabora-
tive research efforts are encouraged to contact the au-
thor. Demonstrations utilizing the PISCES facility will 
be expected to provide their own funding and contrib-
ute to the support provided by PISCES.      
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INTERNATIONAL LUNAR OBSERVATORY ASSOCIATION 2007 -- Interglobal, Multifunctional, 
Hawaiian 
  
Steve Durst, ILO Association, 65-1230 Mamalahoa Highway D20, Kamuela, Hawaii, 96743, USA, 
news@spaceagepub.com, www.iloa.org, 808-885-3473 phone, 808-885-3475 fax 
  
The International Lunar Observatory Association (ILOA) in 2007 has been endorsed by and 
seeks investors, users and directors from institutes, individuals and enterprises to realize, place 
and operate a multifunction astrophysical observatory near the Moon's south pole as early as 
2010, and to help support a follow-on human service mission to that facility. The ILOA is an 
Earth-Moon global-interglobal enterprise with projected support and participation from major 
spacefaring powers Canada, China, India, Japan, Europe, Russia, Crescent Moon Countries, 
USA and others representing the great majority of the planet's people. 
  
Primarily an observatory for radio, submillimeter, infrared and visible wavelength astrophysics, for 
other non-astronomical observations, and for some geophysical science, the ILO also will function 
as a communications center (with varied commercial broadcast possibilities), as a solar power 
station (with silicon photovoltaic research), site characterizer (solar wind, radiation, temperature, 
duration; micrometeorites, ground truth), property claim agent, interactive web nexus, toehold for 
lunar base build-out, and Hawaii astronomy booster. 
  
As a communications center, the ILO will offer additional bandwidth which can be made available 
on a commercial basis to a variety of consumers.  Space Age Publishing Company has made a 
commitment to utilize bandwidth for the broadcast of the Lunar Enterprise Daily from the surface 
of the Moon.  Additional corporations are being sought for ongoing use of communications 
capacity to offer email services, provide local imagery and possibly stage virtual environments 
and games on the lunar surface.  Niche advertising opportunities and communications support for 
robotic missions may also serve as future funding sources. 
  
Facilitating the continuing rise of excellence for Mauna Kea observatories through interglobal 
interaction, the ILOA is incorporating in Hawaii as a 501 (c) (3) non-profit to serve as the 
enabling, executive, governing, directing vehicle for the ILO. ILOA initial assets consist of, at 
least, 5 professional technical feasibility research studies, an ILO / ILOA master plan, space/lunar 
flight-tested instruments (including a router donated by Cisco Systems), industrial partner service 
advances, 2 international astronomy center MOUs, ILOA News, Hawaii / Mauna Kea office 
maintenance, and directors' employment through financial reserves. 
  
ILOA 2007 progress and developments have been updated in at least 6 major presentations in 
China, USA, India and Europe, including the ILOA Founders Meeting Preliminary Session at the 
International Astronautical Congress in Hyderabad, and will be summarized and institutionalized 
at the historic ILOA Founders Meeting on Hawai`i Island 4-8 November. Supporting humanity's 
ascent to multi-world species and to interstellar, galaxy exploration, the ILOA has a promising 
outlook and future well worth advancing and pursuing. 
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NASA/USGS Lunar Highlands Type simulant, Medium Grain size, NU-LHT-1M, Lot 018 
X-Ray Diffraction 

James R. Gaier and Richard Rogers 
NASA Glenn Research Center 

 
As can be seen in the normal angle incidence 
photo to the right, the as-received sample was too 
large grained to give a true powder diffraction 
pattern.  The sample was ground using a mortar 
and pestle, and sieved using a 230 standard mesh 
(63 μm).  The resulting sample was still more 
coarse that ideal, but was deemed adequate for 
phase identification.  There is some concern that if 
the sample contains a particularly hard 
component, that the composnent might be under-
represented in this sample.  (Mho scale harness of 
pyroxene 5.5-6.0, anorthite 6.0-6.6, olivine 6.5-
7.0) 
 
Patterns were measured using an area detector, 
and integrating over 2θ values, and on a slowly 
slewing scintillation counter.  The latter method 
gave higher resolution values which were important when trying to interpret such a complex 
pattern.  Intensities were measured using Cu Kα radiation from 5° to 85° with a step size of 
0.02°.  There were 166 peaks identified, 8 of which are not accounted for in this analysis. 
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The four phases identified in the table below were identified using the relative intensity ratio (on 
peak height, not integrated intensity) method, with corundum as the standard, from the powder 
diffraction file of the International Centre for Diffraction Data.  Note that patterns with a 
reference code beginning with “01” are calculated patterns, whereas those beginning with “00” 
are measured patterns. 
 

TABLE I – Phases Identified by XRD 
 

Reference Code Phase Class Percent 
00-041-1481 disordered sodian anorthite anorthite 46.5 
01-076-0948 calcium tecto-dialumodisilicate anorthite 27.7 
01-088-1912 enstatite pyroxene 19.8 
01-083-1542 forsterite olivine 5.9 
        
  TOTAL 99.9 
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Abstract Title: Modeling of Agglutinates and its mechanical properties. 
Authors: Tryana Garza-Cruz and Masami Nakagawa; Colorado School of Mines 
 
Abstract: 
 
Efficient and safe processing of Lunar Soil is necessary for a sustainable stay on the 
Moon.  The ability to predict and understand the mechanical properties of Agglutinates 
will ensure the development of novel machinery to extract and process the regolith. We 
have developed a set of simulation models to model the behavior and properties of lunar 
soil found in the laboratory experiments and the ways they may break into finer particles. 
These models will provide us with an initial insight of the importance of our better 
understanding of the mechanical properties of Agglutinates. These models will evolve 
with the experimental data that are expected to become available in the near future.  
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VOLATILE ANALYSIS BY PYROLYSIS OF REGOLITH (VAPOR) ON THE MOON FOR IN SITU 
RESOURCE UTILIZATION TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT.  D. P. Glavin, E. H. Cardiff, I. L. ten Kate, 
and P. R. Mahaffy, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771, USA, daniel.p.glavin@nasa.gov. 
 

Introduction:  The identification of lunar re-
sources such as water is a fundamental component of 
the the NASA Vision for Space Exploration.  The Lu-
nar Prospector mission detected high concentrations of 
hydrogen at the lunar poles that may indicate the pres-
ence of water or other volatiles in the lunar regolith [1].  
One explanation for the presence of enhanced hydrogen 
in permanently shadowed crater regions is long term 
trapping of water-ice delivered by comets, asteroids, 
and other meteoritic material that have bombarded the 
Moon over the last 4 billion years [2].  However, the 
presence of substantial quantities of water-ice at the 
polar regions of the Moon remains controversial [3].  It 
is also possible that the hydrogen signal at the lunar 
poles is due to hydrogen implanted by the solar wind 
which is delayed from diffusing out of the regolith by 
the cold temperatures [4].  

Previous measurements of the lunar atmosphere by 
the LACE experiment on Apollo 17, suggested the pre-
sence of cold trapped volatiles that were expelled by 
solar heating [5].  In situ analyses of the lunar regolith 
will be required to establish the abundance, origin, and 
distribution of water-ice and other volatiles at the lunar 
poles.  Volatile Analysis by Pyrolysis of Regolith (VA-
PoR) on the Moon using mass spectrometry is one tech-
nique that should be considered.  The VAPoR pyroly-
sis-mass spectrometer (pyr-MS) instrument concept 
study was recently selected for funding by the 
NASA Lunar Sortie Science Opportunities (LSSO) 
Program.  VAPoR is a miniature version of the Sam-
ple Analysis at Mars (SAM) instrument suite currently 
being developed at NASA Goddard Space Flight Cen-
ter (GSFC) for the 2009 Mars Science Laboratory 
(MSL) mission (Fig. 1).  
 

  
 

Figure 1. The VAPoR pyr-MS instrument will enable 
a detailed in situ characterization of lunar resources 
with reduced power, mass, volume, cost, and complex-
ity compared to the SAM instrument suite. 

Science Objectives:  There are at least three key 
lunar science measurement objectives that can be 
achieved by the VAPoR instrument:  (1) Measure the 
isotope ratios of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitro-
gen (CHON)-containing volatiles including water in 
polar regolith to establish their origin (see Fig. 2), (2) 
Understand the processes by which terrestrial organic 
compounds are dispersed and/or destroyed on the sur-
face of the Moon to prepare for future human explora-
tion and life detection on Mars, and (3) Measure the 
abundance of volatiles that can be released from lunar 
regolith for in situ resource utilization (ISRU) technol-
ogy development. 

 
Figure 2.  Isotopic analysis of 
water and other volatiles 
evolved from the lunar regolith 
by VAPoR can be used to con-
strain their origin(s).  Solar 
wind implanted volatiles from 
the Apollo regolith (orange), 
terrestrial organics (blue), car-
bonaceous meteorite organics 
(black), and cometary gases 
(pink) show distinct H and C 
isotopic signatures.  The nature 
and source of H in the polar 
cold trap regolith is unknown. 

 
Future in situ investigations of a variety of loca-

tions on the Moon by VAPoR would help assess the 
organic contamination of the Moon by lunar spacecraft 
and humans [6].  There have been no direct in situ 
measurements of the lunar regolith to determine the 
extent of organic contamination of lunar soil samples 
prior to their return to Earth.  Isotopic measurements 
of water, organics, and other volatiles would help dis-
tinguish terrestrial contamination from volatiles of 
lunar or exogenous origin.  These studies would pro-
vide valuable “ground truth” data for Mars sample 
return missions and help define contamination and 
planetary protection requirements for future Mars 
bound spacecraft carrying life detection experiments.  

Evaluation of ISRU related technologies will be of 
primary importance for future long term exploration of 
both the Moon and Mars.  Laboratory studies on Earth 
of the Apollo lunar soils indicate that these materials 
evolve a variety of volatile gases including H2, N2, 
CO2, CO, SO2, and O2 and the noble gases He, Kr, Xe, 
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and Ar by heating the regolith under vacuum to ele-
vated temperatures [7].  It is not presently known how 
the abundances of these volatiles vary over the surface 
of the Moon, or how much their concentration is en-
hanced in the polar cold trap regions.  In situ meas-
urements by VAPoR will enable an evaluation of the 
volatile content of the lunar regolith including water, 
oxygen and 3He as well as their extraction efficiencies 
as a function of temperature.   These studies would 
provide valuable data for ISRU technology develop-
ment.  

Instrument Concept:  The VAPoR instrument 
suite will include a sample manipulation system 
(SMS), vacuum pyrolysis unit, gas processing system, 
and mass spectrometer.  All of these components can 
be integrated into an autonomous robotic or human 
deployed package that would require minimal re-
sources.  The resource requirements for VAPoR (mass: 
7-15 kg; avg. power: 20-25 W; volume: 15”x11”x7”; 
telemetry rate: 1 kbps) are scaled-down estimates 
based on the SAM instrument suite. 

Lunar regolith surface or subsurface samples could 
be delivered to the VAPoR instrument solid sample 
inlet robotically by a lander/rover scoop or drill, or 
collected and delivered to the inlet by an astronaut.    
The VAPoR SMS consists of a 6-cup carousel mecha-
nism designed to receive lunar regolith samples and 
deliver them to the vacuum pyrolysis unit.   Vacuum 
pyrolysis at elevated temperatures (up to 1400ºC) has 
been shown to be an efficient way to release volatiles 
from lunar regolith [7].  Development and testing of a 
vacuum pyrolysis system here at Goddard has shown 
that O2 can be released from lunar analog materials 
under vacuum at temperatures above 1200ºC [8]. 

The VAPoR gas handling system does not require 
pumps or carrier gases for the analysis of lunar vola-
tiles.  Atmospheric samples can be introduced directly 
into the mass spectrometer ion source through the at-
mospheric inlet by molecular diffusion.  For solid sam-
ples, evolved gases are introduced into the gas proc-
essing system prior to mass spectrometer analyses.  A 
scrubber made of CaO can be used to remove CO2 and 
CO from the gas stream which is important for N2 iso-
tope measurements.  In addition, a separate chemical 
getter will be used to efficiently remove active gases 
such as N2 from the gas volume, which will enable 
enrichment of noble gases and methane required for 
higher precision isotope measurements.  After satura-
tion both of the getters can be regenerated in situ by 
heating to 900ºC. 

Following gas processing, enriched volatiles are in-
troduced into the mass spectrometer ion source direct 
inlet via molecular diffusion.  A quadrupole mass 
spectrometer for the SAM instrument suite is currently 

under development at GSFC.  A similar design could 
be used for VAPoR.  Mass spectrometers can detect a 
variety of volatile species including water, noble gases, 
and organic compounds over a large dynamic range as 
demonstrated by the Galileo Probe Mass Spectrometer 
measurements of the atmosphere of Jupiter (Fig. 3).  
Highly miniaturized Micro Electro Mechanical Sys-
tems (MEMS)-based time-of-flight mass spectrometers 
are also currently under development at GSFC.  These 
mass spectrometers will enable a significant reduction 
in mass and power compared to traditional mass spec-
trometers while maintaining the scientific return. 

 

 
Figure 3. The VAPoR mass spectrometer will detect a 
wide range of volatiles in the lunar atmosphere and 
regolith.  Above: Galileo probe mass spectrum show-
ing the range of volatile species detected in the atmos-
phere of Jupiter. 
 

Summary:  In situ analysis of the lunar atmos-
phere and regolith by pyrolysis mass spectrometry at 
the Polar Regions will provide important insight into 
the nature, distribution, and abundance of hydrogen 
and other volatiles.  Isotopic measurements will be 
required to discriminate between volatiles of lunar, 
exogenous or terrestrial origin.  In addition, in situ 
measurements of volatiles by VAPoR will be impor-
tant for the selection of scientifically promising sam-
ples for Earth return and for future in situ resource 
utilization technology development. 

 
References: [1] Feldman, W. C. et al. (1998) Sci-

ence, 281, 1496-1500.  [2]  Chyba, C. and Sagan, C. 
(1992) Nature, 355, 125-132. [3] Campbell, D. et al. 
(2005) Nature, 443, 835-837. [4] Crider, D. H. and 
Vondrak, R. R. (2002) Adv. Space Res., 30, 18869-
18874.  [5] Hoffman, J. H. and Hodges, R. R. (1975) 
The Moon, 14, 159-167.  [6] Glavin, D. P. et al. (2004) 
Int. J. Astrobio., 3, 265-271.  [7] Gibson, E. K. Jr. and 
Johnson, S. M.  (1971) Proc. 2nd Lunar Sci. Conf. 2, 
1351.  [8] Matchett, J. et al. (2005) Space Res. Round-
table VII, Oct. 25-28, Houston, TX.  
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Development of a Bucket-Ladder Excavator in Support  

of the Lunar Exploration Architecture: 
Size and Scaling 

 
 
Lee Johnson and Paul van Susante 

 
Abstract:  The Multi-Purpose Excavation Demonstrator (MPED) is a commercial effort and a third 
generation of technology, following drum, bucket wheel and bucket ladder excavator work by the 
Colorado School of Mines.  The Moonraker™ is an industrial instantiation, designed to be commercially 
viable, with the prototype machine currently under construction.   
 
The MPED excavator is euphemistically dubbed ‘the Blade’ because of its strong resemblence to a 
chainsaw.  The unit is built mostly of machined Aluminum, COTS bearings, motor and seals and steel 
Pintle Chain.  The device will feature a COTS industrial controller as the development continues.  Several 
of its features were measures for dust mitigation or exploitation as well as for digging functions.  Civil 
engineering, structural construction and ISRU mining and manufacturing contexts were present for the 
formulation of the design.  The sysRAND MPED Team has worked to achieve at least TRL 6 when the 
excavator completes testing and field trials. 
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ISRU Mission Recommendations to the SELENE-2 Project.  H. Kanamori1 and Lunar Resources Utilization 
Study Group, 1Shimizu Corporation (3-4-17, Etchujima, Koto-ku, Tokyo 135-8530, Japan, kanamori@shimz.co.jp) 

 
 
Introduction:  Lunar Resources Utilization Study 

Group has started their activity in 2005. This study 
group, consisting of about 60 specialists from variety 
of fields, held a workshop and published a report in 
2006[1]. This report summarizes current capability of 
remote sensing, in-situ sensing, regolith handling and 
resource processing on the moon.  

SELENE has launched in September 2007 and lu-
nar remote sensing has started. SELENE data will be 
available for us to use after one year from the end of 
the mission. At the same moment, lunar robotic lander 
SELENE-2 is in the pre-phase A in Japanese space 
agency. This document summarizes ISRU mission 
recommendations from the Lunar Resources Utiliza-
tion Study Group to the SELENE-2 project. 

 

 
Fig.1 Conceptual Drawing of SELENE-2 

 
Mission Objectives:  Major objectives of the 

ISRU mission are listed below. 
 

 >  Data for site selection 
To investigate availability of lunar in-situ resources, 

which will allow human to economically explore lunar 
surface. 

To investigate horizontal and vertical distribution 
of the resources. 
 >  Technological Demonstration 

To obtain fundamental data for designing lunar ex-
cavator, ISRU plants and human lunar rover, and for 
construction planning of lunar outpost. 
 >  Contribution to lunar sciences 

To utilize mission data for lunar sciences. 
 

Possible Investigation Subjects in the SELENE-
2 Project:  The followings are possible study subjects 
to be investigated in the SELENE-2 project. 
 

1. Mineral resources exploration 
  1.1. Horizontal mineral distribution 
  1.2. Vertical mineral distribution 
2. Volatile resources exploration 
  2.1. Volatile measurement 
  2.2. Evaporative emission measurement 
3. Soil/ Ground property assessments 
  3.1. Bulk properties 
  3.2. Grain properties 
4. Environmental measurements/ utilization 
  4.1. Insolation/ Temperature measurement 
  4.2. Dust measurement 
  4.3. Terrain measurement 
  4.4. Solar concentration 
  4.5. Regolith radiation shielding 
5. Resource process parameters 
  5.1. Regolith chemical properties 
  5.2. Regolith thermal/ electrical properties 
6. Plant technology 
  6.1. Regolith excavation/ transportation 
  6.2. Regolith feeding/ ejection 
  6.3. Beneficiation 
  6.4. Thermal processing 
  6.5. Production storage 
  6.6. Oxygen production demonstration 

 
Table 1 indicates prioritized subjects to be recom-

mended for the SELENE-2 project.  The prioritization 
was conducted by a vote of the members. 

 
Table 1 ISRU priority for the SELENE-2 

Priority Mission No.

Horizontal mineral distribution 1.1

Volatile measurement 2.1
Vertical mineral distribution 1.2

Regolith grain properties 3.2

Regolith excavation/transportation 6.1

Solar concentration 4.4

Insolation/temperature 4.1

Regolith bulk properties 3.1
Regolith chemical properties 5.1

Evaporative emission measurement 2.2

Regolith thermal/electrical properties 5.2

Oxygen production demonstration 6.6
Regolith feeding/ejection 6.2

Thermal processing 6.4

Terrain measurement 4.3
Dust measurement 4.2

Regolith radiation shielding 4.5

Beneficiation 6.3
Production storage 6.5

Level⑤

Level①

Level②

Level④

Level③
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Mission Payload Examples:  Discussions on the 

ISRU mission scenario have been performed, and 
some of the possible payload compositions are shown 
below. 

 
Ex. 1 Furnace and Mass Spectrometer  Volatile 

and evaporative emission measurements of surface and 
sub-surface regolith samples are conducted. 
 > Regolith feeding to furnace [6.1, 6.2] 
 > Furnace sealing [6.2] 
 > Regolith heating (~800C) [6.4, 5.1, 5.2] 
 > Volatile measurement [2.1] 
 > Regolith heating (~1,500C) [6.4, 5.1, 5.2] 
 > Evaporative emission measurement [2.2] 
 > (Reduction demonstration with H2 or C) [6.6] 
 

Ex. 2 Microscopic Grain Measurement  Micro-
scopic measurements of regolith grain samples from 
surface and sub-surface are conducted. 
 > Grain shape measurement [3.2] 
 > Grain size distribution [3.2] 
 

Ex. 3 Regolith bulk density measurement by 
Gamma ray  Gamma ray radiation source is buried 1m 
under the surface, and bulk density of the regolith is 
measured from the surface. 
 > Bulk density measurement [3.1] 
 > Mineral distribution [1.1, 1.2] 
 

Ex. 4 Volatile measurement by Thermal Emission 
Spectrometer  Using small heat source and TES at-
tached to the tip of a robotic arm, volatiles are directly 
measured. 
 > Thermal emission measurement [2.1] 
 

Ex. 5 Solar Concentrator  Volatile measurement is 
conducted using solar concentrator as a heat source. 
 > Regolith feeding to furnace [6.1, 6.2] 
 > Furnace sealing [6.2] 
 > Regolith heating (~800C) by solar concentrator 

[6.4, 5.1, 5.2] 
 > Volatile measurement [2.1] 
 

Future Works:  Discussions on the mission defini-
tion and configuration of the SELENE-2 project have 
not been conducted yet, and there are still remaining 
various possibilities for the ISRU demonstrations in 
this project.  Our study group will continue to actively 
proposing unique and practical missions to the 
SELENE-2 project by considering cooperation with 
other groups in a field of view. 

 

References:  [1] Lunar Resources Utilization Work-
shop report (2006). 
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LABORATORY MEASUREMENT OF SOIL EXCAVATION FORCES AND RELATION TO LUNAR 
SOIL GEOTECHNICAL PROPERTIES 

R. H. King1, L. L. Johnson2, M. B. Duke3,  1CSM Engineering Division, 279 Brown Hall, 1600 Illinois, Golden, CO 
80401 rking@mines.edu, 2sysRAND Corp., 15306 Foxglove Court Parker CO 80134, odiferon@yahoo.com 

 
Introduction:  In-Situ Resource Utilization 

(ISRU), the ability to process and refine materials ex-
tracted and separated from lunar in-situ resources into 
useful products, can have a substantial impact on the 
design of Lunar and Martian missions.  It has the po-
tential to greatly reduce costs by decreasing the mass 
of materials that must be propelled through earth’s 
gravity.  Therefore research is necessary to build the 
fundamental knowledge and capability to implement 
ISRU.   

In a separate report, we established that the knowl-
edge of excavation force is essential for precise design 
of lunar excavators.  Precise design reduces “design 
factor” values resulting in the lowest-cost capable ex-
cavator.  Excavation resistance forces can be measured 
directly or they can be estimated from models that are 
based on geotechnical properties.   

Apparatus:  Figure 1 shows the components of the 
automated soil excavation measurement apparatus: 
outer frame, base, bucket wheel carriage, soil box, and 
computer measurement and control system.  It was 
originally designed and built by Muff[1]. Recently, the 
apparatus was redesigned and rebuilt to reduce cou-
pling and hysteresis measurement errors[2].   

The bucket wheel carriage is fixed to the outer 
frame and the base.  The soil box slides relative to the 
carriage 22 inches linearly on rails attached to the 
base. The base has a 2 x 4 frame to improve stiffness 
with adjustable feet to facilitate leveling.  The base and 
soil box are coated with water-resistant epoxy latex to 
reduce warping. 
 

Base  

Soil 
Box  

Outer 
Support 

Bucket Wheel 
Carriage 

 
Figure 1. Soil Excavation Measurement Apparatus 

Figure 2 shows the system measurement and control sche-
matic.  LabVIEW software running on National Instruments 
PXI hardware controls two motors with PID algorithms us-
ing input from the user and measurements from transducers.  

One motor rotates the bucket wheel, the other rotates a screw 
that slides the soil box. 

 
Figure 2: Measurement/control schematic. 
The bucket wheel rotates on a 0.75-inch diameter 

steel axle that minimizes flexure during loading.  As shown 
in Figure 3, the sides of the bucket wheel can be adjusted on 
the axel to accommodate 2.5, 5 and 7.5-cm wide buckets that 
were constructed from 20-gage soldered steel, reinforced 
with J-B WELD®, and painted with epoxy appliance paint to 
protect the metal from corrosion. Bolts secure the buckets 
around the perimeter of the wheel and set-screws secure the 
wheel sides to the axel.   

 
Figure 3: Bucket wheel. 

The material excavated either fell back into the testbed 
at the apex of the bucket, or fell into attached cloth 
bags.  The collected material within the bags was 
weighed to determine the production rate 

.Soil Preparation: Ten tests were repeated 
using three densities: approximately 1,500 kg/m

3, 1,760 
kg/m

3, and 1,930 kg/m
3.  The 1,500 kg/m

3 was achieved by 
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pouring the fine sand material into the testbed sample 
tray until it was full.  Excess material was scraped off 
from the top, providing an even, undisturbed surface 
for test.  The tray and sand are then weighed on a digi-
tal bathroom scale with an accuracy of ± 0.5 lbs (± 
0.227 N. To achieve higher densities, the sand is 
placed in layers within the tray.  After adding a layer, 
the material is vibrated using an orbital-sander and 
particleboard lid, as shown in Figure 4.   
 

 
 

Figure 4: Soil preparation: vibration compaction diagram 
(tray dimensions: length = 32.75 in, width = 5.875 in, depth 

= 4.75 in) 
Results:  Figure 5 shows typical data with the first 

bucket producing the largest force.  Each successive 
bucket cuts into the face remaining from the initial cut.   
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Figure 5: Typical Data. 

This apparatus significantly improved the un-
certainty in force measurements from our earlier tests 
as shown in Table 1.   

Table 1: Summary of force uncertainty improvement. 

Maximum Full Scale Error 
(%) 

Horizon-
tal 

Vert 

Muff (2003)  16.5 9.27 
Johnson (2005)  1.30 1.94 

We conducted 33 tests in different materials, 
bucket sizes, and RPM.  The results will be described 
in the presentation. 

The data from the tests can be used for excavator 
design.  For example it allows us to determine if mi-
cro-scale excavators are feasible.  The vertical force, 
Fv, varied from 0.71 N to 9.36 N, averaging 4.15 N.  
Apollo data suggest a 0.4 – 0.7 range for the tractive 
effort (drawbar-pull) ratio.  Fh varied from 0.26 N to 
16.22 N with an average of 5.12 N in.  A 14-kg exca-
vator (lunar mass) can apply the maximum horizontal 
force measured (14 = 16/(0.7*1.62)).  The earth mass 
of this excavator would be 6*14 = 84 kg. 

References:  
[1] Muff, T. (2003) “Design, Construction, and Testing 

of a Small Scale Bucket Wheel excavator for Application of 
the Surface of Mars.” CSM MS Thesis, T-5791.   

[2]Johnson, L. L. (2005) Small-Scale Bucket Wheel Ex-
cavation Modeling & Measurement for In-Situ Resource 
Utilization Applications, CSM MS Thesis. 
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PRACTICAL QUESTIONS AND TASK ANALYSIS OF REALIZATION AND OPERATION OF A 
LUNAR ROBOT FOR MOVING LUNAR SURFACE MATERIALS. A. Kókány1, D. Koltai1, P. Pál1, I. Ur-
bán1, T. Varga2, I. Szilágyi2, 1University of Pécs, Faculty of Adult Education and Human Resourches Development, 
H-7633 Pécs, Szántó Kovács J. u. 1/b., Hungary (kokany@human.pte.hu). 2VTPatent Agency, H-1111 Budapest, 
Bertalan L. u. 20., Hungary (info@vtpatent.hu),  

 
The essence of our proposal: The aim of the pre-

sent paper is to review the issues in connection with 
the realization and operational conditions of Lunar 
robots for moving and transport materials under Lunar 
conditions as well as a few practical solution possibili-
ties.  

The related physical conditions of the Lunar 
surface environment: 1/6 gravity than Earth, special 
surface and soil conditions, surface dust, the lack of 
atmosphere, different irradiation cycle, wide range 
fluctuation of temperature.  

Due to the fact, that Lunar gravity is appr. 1/6 of 
that of the Earth, the pushing resp. pulling forces are 
also only one-sixth of that of the Earth under the same 
driving power. We analyzed the theoretical possibili-
ties and issues of the increase of the delivery output in 
our abstract No.1395 sent for the 38th LPSC. [1]  
 

 
Fig. 1: Theoretical aspect of moving materials on the 

surface of the Moon on 'bulldozer principle'  
 

The decrease of the necessary pushing respectively 
pulling force due to the smaller Lunar gravity is com-
pensated by loading the lunar moving equipment with 
local materials. During this process the moving equip-
ment is loaded with local Lunar material so as to in-
crease the whole mass of the moving equipment. This 
way the pushing, respectively pulling force ensured by 
the lunar moving equipment increase as well while the 
sticking friction remains the same.  

The material, soil to be delivered is suitable for this 
purpose, as the increase of the pulling resp. pushing 
force can be achieved by the proper loading of the 
moving vehicle.  

Practical questions of the operation of a Lunar 
material moving robot: 1. Main tasks: Material mov-
ing, Transport, Pulling, Pushing, 2. Maneuvering: 
Moving forward and backward, Change of direction, 
Fixing, stabilization, Change of speed, 3. Overcoming 

surface obstacles, adjustment to surface conditions,    
4. Self-sufficient loading, unloading, 5. Energy supply, 
6. Communication, 7. Control, heading, 8. Detection, 
monitoring outside conditions, 9. Partially or fully 
automatic operation.  

Issues of the construction: The robot must be 
light because of the transport to the Moon, at the same 
time it must have the proper mass to be able to carry 
out the tasks (transport, pushing and pulling force); 
Light basic structure (production on the Earth, delivery 
by a spaceship, on-site assembly); Robust loadbearing 
structure, stable, strong construction; Loading con-
tainer, loading space of suitable size; Issues of driving.  

Issues of structural materials suitable for use: 
Heat-resistant materials which are cold-resistant as 
well; Radiation resistant materials; Application of ma-
terials with similar or same heat expansion coefficient 
within wide range of temperature.  

Issues of the drive: There are two main possibili-
ties: Wheel, Caterpillar. Both driving methods have 
their advantages and drawbacks.  

Wheel: fewer axle, fewer rotating parts, smaller 
gripping surface, better maneuvering ability, less en-
ergy for the drive. Determination of the number of 
wheels: Two wheels, three wheels, four, or six, eight 
wheels.  

Caterpillar: more shafts, driving and complemen-
tary shafts, more rotating parts, bigger gripping sur-
face, more energy for the drive, pressing force per unit 
is smaller. The caterpillar has more benefits on ex-
treme, erratic ground.  

Overeview of the practical solutions:  
 

 
Fig. 2: Wheel drive Lunar robot for moving materials 

on the surface of the Moon 
 

The main characteristics of the wheel drive Lunar 
robot: - fix first drive, - power transmission, - back 
steered, - provided with inner container, - electronic 
and driving control is placed in the upper 1/5 part.  

The pushing plate is built separately from the main 
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structure of the robot, it can be moved vertically in the 
direction of the ground surface. The front of the push-
ing plate is rounded because of the mechanical endur-
ance. Cells to be charged by solar cells are provided 
for storing energy. Electric engine built in the wheel 
hub provides drive. Pacing of engines is synchronized 
electronically, in case of obstruction synchron drive 
stops, so the structure can be removed from. Obstruc-
tion by asynchronous movements. Net cover or ribs 
made of metal or plastic can be found on the outer 
surface of the wheel.  

 
Fig. 3: Caterpillar drive Lunar robot for moving ma-

terials on the surface of the Moon 
 

Characteristics of a drive by caterpillar: Non-
traditional caterpillar principle, ribs made of loops, 
hollow assembly builds a structure similar to caterpil-
lar drive. Separate drives on the right and left side, 
with separate cylindrical spreaders. Lower cylindrical 
spreaders help overcome uneven ground. Upper cylin-
drical spreaders grant tense of caterpillar. From going 
from one point to the other the robot can unload so 
much dust from its inner store with the help of a seeve 
system located on the bottom, that less energy is 
needed for getting to the aim more quickly and saving 
more energ.y. Blunt metal spikes are placed on the 
driving wheels fitting into the hollows of the chain 
ensuring drive.  

 

 
Fig. 4: Self-loading and unloading combined Lunar 

robot with caterpillar drive  
 

A self-loading and unloading combined robot can 
be produced by of wheel or caterpillar drive with soil 

collector with helical axle resp. lower discharger with 
shovel. The robot must be properly loaded to ensure 
suitable pushing resp. pulling force. The loading is 
made by loading of Lunar soil into the inner store of 
the robot. 

The loading can be executed with an outer device, 
but in case it is not available, the robot is provided 
with self-loading for the fully self-sufficient automatic 
operation, which is in given case a loader with shovel. 
With the help of which as much material, regolith can 
be loaded from the outer environment into the inner 
store space of the robot, as necessary to achieve the 
proper pushing resp. pulling force.  

After executing the job, emptying of the inner store 
space of the robot might be necessary. It can be carried 
out by an outer device as well, but the robot must be 
capable of self-emptying. It can be partly carried out 
by the loader with helical axle turned inside. Full emp-
tying can be made with the help of gravity, which 
makes necessary the slanted formation of the bottom 
of the loading space. By opening partially or fully the 
lock while moving the robot, the loading material 
leaves the inner store space. It can be used for ground 
surface jobs, levelling the ground. The emptying can 
be helped by a discharger with shovel placed in the 
bottom or back of the load space, ensuring full empty-
ing.  

Advantages, additional issues of realization: 
Highly probable, that in case of the first realiza-

tions direct solar energy supply will have to be used 
similarly to Martian rovers, because during the 14 day 
daylight period long, continuous operation is possible. 
It is not necessary to consider too robust structures, but 
a structure of relatively smaller performance, but con-
tinuous operation with light structure is suitable in 
proportion with the possibilities provided by electric 
supply. It is also advantageous from the point of view 
of optimizing, minimizing the mass to be delivered to 
the Moon. 

It is important for the materials applied that ex-
treme temperature and radiation conditions should be 
resisted. Special metal alloys are first of all suitable for 
this purpose, however these increase the mass to be 
transported. The other possibility is the use of special 
plastics, respectively plastics coated with metal on the 
proper places. 
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IN-SITU CONSTRUCTION OF A 100 METER LUNAR LIQUID MIRROR TELESCOPE.                           
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Introduction:  A Liquid Mirror Telescope (LMT) 

of 100 meter diameter has been proposed for deploy-
ment on the Moon [1, 2] to study the oldest, most dis-
tant objects in the universe. The high redshift of these 
objects (z > 7) and limiting background contributions 
of zodiacal dust place the spectral region of interest in 
the 1 – 10 µm wavelength region. This requires the 
telescope optics to be kept very cold, typically at or 
below 130 K, which precludes the traditional liquid 
Mercury mirror material [3, 4]. An ionic liquid [5] 
coated with Silver has been demonstrated to remain 
liquid down to 175 K with good reflectivity properties 
[2].  

Construction of a 100 meter LMT on the Moon 
would necessitate in-situ coating of the liquid mirror 
with a reflective metal, and Aluminum is proposed in 
this study. It is abundant on the Lunar surface in its 
oxide form Al2O3 [6].  We first consider the total mass 
of Aluminum required to coat a 100 meter LMT to a 
specified thickness and whether or not the complexity 
of local refining of Aluminum on the Moon [7] justi-
fies the equivalent savings in launch mass from Earth. 
Then, we consider the actual in-situ coating process 
and estimate time required for various configurations. 

LMT Coating Mass Requirements: Traditional 
metallization of optical telescope mirror blanks require 
a minimum of 100 nm thickness for good optical den-
sity. Borra, et al. [2] demonstrated a reflectivity of 
80% over the wavelengths of interest using 30 nm of 
Silver on the commercially available ionic liquid 1-
ethyl-3- methylimidazolium, which solidifies at 175 K 
[8]. A 5 nm diffusion-stop layer of Chromium was 
applied first to the ionic liquid to prevent the colloidal 
dispersion of Silver nanoparticles [9] from diffusing 
into the bulk ionic liquid, and improved overall reflec-
tivity. 

Given the rigors of the Lunar environment, we pro-
pose a minimum coating thickness of 1 µm, although 
an extreme case of a 10 µm is also considered. 

We approximate the surface area of the 100 meter 
LMT to be 78.5 x 106 cm2 assuming it is flat, but rec-
ognize that, while rotating and assuming a paraboidal 
surface shape, that this area will be slightly larger. A 
coating 1 µm thick will occupy a volume of 7854 cm3 
and a 10 µm thickness corresponds to 78,539 cm3. 
Given a density of 2.7 g/cm3, the 1 µm thick coating 
will need 21.2 kg and the 10 µm will need 212 kg of 
Aluminum, assuming 100% utilization efficiency. 

Angel, et al. [1] estimates the launch mass for a 
100 meter LMT to be on the order of 100 metric tons. 
Even in the case of a 10 µm thick coating, the added 

mass of the Aluminum represents only about 0.2% of 
the overall launch mass. Unless, at the time of con-
struction of the Lunar LMT, facilities already exist on 
the Moon for the reduction of Lunar ore into Alumi-
num metal, the small fraction of launch mass does not 
justify including this capability for this project alone.   

In-Situ Coating of the LMT:  The high vacuum 
environment of the Lunar surface is ideal for in-situ 
Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) coating processes. 
We consider the simplest and easiest process of ther-
mal evaporation, which is especially appropriate both 
for Aluminum’s low melting point, and its high mass 
transfer rate. In this case, however, the orientation of 
substrate and source is inverted. Typically, the evapo-
ration source is placed below the substrate, whose sur-
face to be coated faces down. Gravity holds the molten 
evaporation source material in the evaporation boat, 
and the evaporated material flows upward to the sub-
strate. A baffled evaporation source has been devel-
oped [10] which permits downward transfer of evapo-
rated material. Continuous wire or pellet feeders are 
commonly used [11] to supply the evaporation source 
where the area to be covered is large, such as roll-to-
roll coaters. 

Coating Geometry: Coating geometry can take 
one of two forms, if we eliminate a highly impractical 
approach of coating the entire LMT surface at once, as 
is typically done with smaller telescope mirror blanks. 
This would be complex and enormously expensive, 
both in equipment and power requirements when 
scaled-up to a 100 meter diameter. 

One coating geometry option is a radial design, 
where a collection of evaporation sources is joined 
side-by-side along a radius of the LMT. The entire 
mirror surface could then be coated in a minimum of 
one revolution. The evaporation flux rate of each 
source is tapered to match the tangential velocity pro-
file of the track of mirror that rotates under it. Simi-
larly, sources closest to the center of the liquid mirror 
would have the lowest overall flux rate, while those 
closest to the circumference would have the highest, in 
order to maintain a uniform deposition rate across the 
entire mirror surface. 

Another option is to have a single source that is on 
a radial positioning arm. Coating would then occur to 
one track at a time, with the source being moved ra-
dially after one revolution of the mirror to the next 
track. The combined action of radial motion of the 
source and rotation of the mirror under it would pro-
duce a spiral-like coating path. This coating geometry 
option is the slowest, but also requires the least power. 
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In all cases of coating geometries, the uncoated 
LMT is assumed to have been spun-up to its operating 
speed before any coating process is begun. Similarly, 
the LMT would likely have to remain at approximately 
this speed during the operational life of the system. 

Coating Rates:  The free surface vaporization rate 
is given by the Hertz-Knudsen [12] vaporization equa-
tion: 

dN/dt  =  C (2 π m k T)-1/2 (pv –ps)       (1) 
 

where:   dN/dt  =  number of evaporating atoms per 
cm2 per second, C = constant  which depends on the 
rotational degrees of freedom in the liquid and vapor,  
pv = vapor pressure of the material at the operating 
temperature T, ps = pressure of the vapor above the 
evaporation surface, k = Boltzmann’s constant, T = 
absolute temperature, and m = mass of the evaporating 
species. 

In the ideal case [13] maximum vaporization oc-
curs when ps = 0 and C = 1. However, the actual va-
porization rate is typically 1/3 to 1/10 of the calculated 
rate due to collisions in the vapor above the evaporat-
ing surface (i.e. ps > 0 and C ≠ 1) [14]. This is espe-
cially true in the proposed baffled downward-directed 
vapor path evaporation source. 

In general, higher source temperatures result in 
higher mass transfer rates, however, there are limits, 
such as when the heating rate becomes too high and 
eruptive boiling and spattering effects occur. In line-
of-sight sources, where the substrate can receive direct 
radiant heating, thermal decomposition of the substrate 
(an ionic liquid comprised of organic compounds, in 
this case) is another concern. Fortunately, the proposed 
baffled system both prevents line-of-sight heating, and 
would contain any spattering, should it occur. 

Another consideration is the flux distribution of 
vaporized material, which follows a cosine distribution 
[12]: 

dm/dA  =  (E / π r2 ) cos φ  cos θ       (2) 
 

where:   dm/dA  =  mass per unit area, E = the total 
mass evaporated, r = the distance from the source to 
the substrate, φ = the angle from the normal to the va-
porizing surface, and θ = the angle from the source-
substrate line. 

Points to be taken from equation 2 are first, that 
over 85% of the deposited material falls within ± 30º 
of the source-substrate line, and second, the r2 depend-
ence. In other words, given the parabolic distribution 
of the rotating mirror substrate the distance between 
the evaporation source and the substrate must be care-
fully controlled to maintain a uniform deposition pro-
file.  

Coating Time:  We consider the total LMT coat-
ing time for both the radial source array, and the spiral-
scanned approach. Assume that the uncoated ionic 
liquid substrate has already been spun-up to the appro-
priate speed, and assumed the desired parabolic pro-
file. 

In the radial source array case, the limiting factor 
occurs in the outer source segments, near the circum-
ference, where the tangential rotational velocity is 
greatest. As source segments approach the center, 
where the tangential rotational velocity is lowest, mass 
transfer rates are successively reduced by a combina-
tion of source exit aperture restriction, and reduced 
source temperature. We assume an optimal LMT rota-
tion rate of 1 RPM, which will ultimately depend on 
the viscosity and surface tension of the ionic liquid 
actually selected, and a source segment length of 1 
meter (so there will be 50 segments along the radial 
line) and an aperture width of 1 cm.  A source  tem-
perature of 1500 K in the outermost segment produces 
a calculated value of approximately 10-1 g cm-2 sec-1. 
Considering the recommendations of [14], we reduce 
this mass transfer rate by a factor of 10, although this 
would clearly need to be experimentally verified for a 
specific baffled source design. We find, given these 
initial conditions and assumptions that an Aluminum 
film thickness of 0.71 µm results in the outer 1 meter 
wide annulus. This suggests that a somewhat higher 
temperature and/or wider aperture would be needed to 
achieve a 1 µm film thickness. It also suggests that 
multiple simultaneous sources are needed if the 10 µm 
film thickness is required.  

Perhaps surprisingly, the time to coat the LMT us-
ing the radial source array is only one minute, and it is 
five minutes in the spiral-scanned source case. 
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The goal of the Roundtable is to further the re-

search of extraterrestrial resource extraction and utili-

zation.  The moon offers many opportunities for future 

commercial development, and thus is a good base for 

modeling. A simulated lunar habitat was designed, and 

the three major components  that were undertaken 

were: construction, logistics, and habitation; power and 

communication; and resources extraction and 

processing.   

The habitat will be constructed from multiple iden-

tical, connecting modules.  These modules can be ex-

tended horizontally to provide more space.  There will 

be five main areas in the structure: habitation, research 

laboratory, hydroponics, processing, and the common 

area. For thermal control, a passive system consisting 

of layers of insulation and interior heaters will be used. 

If placed in a lava tube, the habitat could also be 

beneficial for resource extraction, as this woud provide 

a main mining site very close to the habitat.  

Two main methods of power production could be 

used.  The first option is solar power, which will be 

efficient due to the absence of atmosphere and the ab-

undance of open space.  The second option is nuclear 

power, which is ideal for long-term use, and can be a 

very compact, self-contained process [1, 2].  

Power production will eventually be aided by the 

resources extracted, as solar panels can be constructed 

from silica found on the moon, and coated with tita-

nium dioxide to help with self-cleaning.  

The resources that were selected for processing 

were iron, aluminum, silicon, and titanium, due to their 

abundance in lunar regolith and their variety of uses.  

Based on these resources, possible mining locations 

were at the bottom of a lunar crater and on a mare.  

The main two methods of resource separation that were 

considered were centrifuging and melting point distilla-

tion, as well as a combination of these two methods.  A 

reactor box will be used for obtaining pure compounds 

rather then oxides, and could be placed in a number of 

spots in the combined process.  

The Mines Lunar ZTRV (Zero Turn Radius Ve-

hicle) will be based on the axle design of the Jeep Hur-

ricane concept [3].  The ZTRV will be constructed of 

materials designed to mitigate the adverse effects of 

lunar dust, and has an open, accessible design.  The 

axle design, based on that of the Jeep Hurricane, will 

allow for both the front and rear wheels to be turned 

inward, and will provide for a zero turning-radius that 

will be invaluable on the lunar surface.  

The rover will also help with resource extraction, as 

there will be multiple attachments to help with the 

process.  Some examples of these attachments are a 

dozer blade and a large bucket.  

Because of the need to use space as economically 

as possible, adjustable standard-shape molds will be a 

main feature of this project’s design. Once the in-situ 

resource extraction process is fully-functioning, such 

flexible molds will greatly increase the efficiency of 

this process, and will allow for future flexibility.  These 

molds will be cuboid shaped, expandable in all three 

dimensions.  Vertically, a plate system will be used to 

accomplish the expandability, while horizontally, a rail 

system will be used.  These molds will be able to create 

any cubic shaped object within the size parameters, 

such as tabletops, chair legs, and building materials.  
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Introduction:  Understanding the nature of the 

lunar subsurface is essential for ISRU and other im-
portant considerations for a future lunar outpost.  
Determination of regolith thickness will provide im-
portant input for assessing solar wind element abun-
dances, regolith mining limitations and constraints 
for construction  Discovering details of lunar subsur-
face structures may also reveal buried resources such 
as water ice or reveal structures such as sealed voids 
with trapping capacity for resources. A rapid and 
economical geophysical method to determine both 
the thickness of the lunar regolith and high resolution 
details of subsurface structures and stratigraphy is 
surface ground-penetrating radar (GPR).  Although 
GPR methods have been proposed for future mis-
sions, they rely on lower-resolution orbiting plat-
forms or unmanned rovers.  We believe that astro-
naut-operated surface GPR experiments during the 
early lunar sortie missions are superior to unmanned 
experiments because of the high resolution available 
with surface experiments, ability to collect common 
midpoint (CMP) velocity soundings, rapidity of ac-
quisition, longer profiles collected at a variety of 
target depths, flexibility of operation, and ability to 
take advantage of unplanned scientific opportunities.  
The astronauts would collect profile GPR data from 
their rover or by hand as they move between other 
experiments.  They would subsequently collect CMP 
velocity soundings with two movable antennas over 
several good data return areas, or interesting anoma-
lous zones, for subsequent depth conversion of the 
profile data. 
GPR Method:  The GPR method consists of sending 
an electromagnetic radar pulse in the megahertz to 
gigahertz frequency range down into the ground.  A 
single trace (or a series of traces from the same loca-
tion that are added or “stacked” together) is then re-
corded for a certain length of time, with reflections 
appearing as the pulse echoes off the boundaries be-
tween sediment or rock units below (Figure 1). The 
amplitude of the reflections depend on the contrast in 
dielectric constant between the layers.  The greater 
the contrast, the greater the amplitude of the reflec-
tions.  Typically, the data are acquired along a profile 
line or grid, with a relatively constant distance be-
tween traces or grid points. The data are generally 
displayed in a time section (Figure 1) much like re-
flection seismic data.  When a grid of data are col-
lected, a 3-D data cube can be displayed as well. 

 
Figure 1.  Ground-penetrating radar data collected 

with (a) 50 MHz antenna, and (b) 100 MHz antenna.  
Modified from [1]. 

 
Proposed Lunar GPR Profile Package:  Based 

on present day GPR equipment, and on terrestrial 
studies undertaken to date with this equipment, it is 
likely that the lunar GPR equipment will consist of 
two packages modified from existing units for the 
lunar environment.  Each of these packages would 
likely be powered by 12 Volt batteries or something 
similar, possibly recharged using solar cells or an-
other source of energy.  Position information for the 
data will be provided by a wheel odometer, tape 
measure, lunar surface navigation system, or a com-
bination of these.  The first package will consist of a 
monostatic or fixed bistatic antenna setup that will be 
towed behind the lunar rover or an astronaut (Figure 
2).  This setup will allow a quick change between 
one  

 

 
         Figure 2 (a).        Figure 2 (b). 
      Fixed bistatic [2].      Monostatic [2]. 
 
antenna frequency and another to allow for different 
penetration depths and resolutions.  The three an-
tenna frequencies that will likely be used in this setup 
are 250 MHz, 500 MHz, and 1000 MHz.  It is also 
possible that acquisition using three or four different 
antenna frequencies can occur simultaneously, thus 
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saving astronaut crew time while maximizing the 
depth of penetration and resolution (Figure 3).  The 
GPR unit would also consist of a combined digital 
video logger and control module that would reside on 
the lunar rover or be carried by an astronaut.  The 
data could be viewed in real time by the astronauts, 
but would also be stored in the digital video logger 
for later processing, viewing, and interpretation by 
the astronauts and ground crew.  The astronauts 
would be trained to recognize various reflections and 
diffractions showing up on the screen, allowing them 
to identify the base of the regolith, layering beneath 
it, and any anomalous reflections or diffractions po-
tentially caused by frozen water, lava tubes, or buried 
craters.  They could also seek out the best spots for 
other subsurface studies such as core holes and 
trenches.  It is expected that the GPR data will often 
be acquired while the astronauts are traveling from 
one location to another to deploy or run other ex-
periments, thus minimizing crew time. 
 

 
    Figure 3.  Multichannel bistatic configuration [2] 
 

Proposed Lunar GPR CMP Package:  The 
other package will consist of one or more pairs of 
detached bistatic GPR antennas ranging from as low 
as 50 MHz to 1000 MHz.  These will be used for the 
CMP velocity sounding experiments (Figure 4) and 
other profiles where lower frequencies are necessary.  
For the CMP velocity sounding experiments to work 
properly, two astronauts are required to move the 
antennas a fixed equal distance progressively farther 
away from a central location (the CMP) each time a 
trace is recorded.  The farthest the two antennas must 
be separated and the distance interval in which they 
are moved depends upon the frequency and penetra-
tion depth of the antennas, the expected velocity of 
the subsurface layers, and the necessary resolution of 
the GPR reflections.  However, even for the lowest 
frequency antennas and the highest velocity layers, it 

is expected that the maximum separation will be no 
more than a few hundred meters.  

 

 
 Figure 4.  CMP velocity sounding [2] 
 

Testing the Proposed GPR Method:  The objec-
tive now is to test the proposed GPR method using 
existing instrumentation with a variety of antennas on 
both lunar analog field sites and on lunar simulant in 
the lab.  First of all, we propose to build a “sand box” 
in the lab and fill it with about 1 m3 of JSC-1A lunar 
soil simulant.  We will also lay basalt slabs and brec-
ciated basalt on the bottom to represent the base of 
the regolith, and create a synthetic regolith by mixing 
rock fragments with the simulant according to pro-
portions and layering found in the drive tubes and 
drill core from Apollo 17.  We will then acquire a 
variety of GPR profiles, and grids on both the lunar 
soil simulant alone and the synthetic regolith using 
an existing 1000 MHz GPR system.  This will deter-
mine propagation velocities and image both reflec-
tions and diffractions from layers and inhomogenei-
ties.  We will also conduct the velocity measurements 
of the simulant and synthetic regolith in a vacuum 
chamber.  Although there have been a variety of 
Martian analog field sites and several impact craters 
tested with GPR, there are no known areas that have 
been imaged with modern GPR equipment for the 
specific purpose of testing a lunar analog site.  We 
propose to test such a site with a variety of antennas 
to determine the timing and amplitude of GPR reflec-
tions/diffractions  that can be expected from loose 
regolith above a brecciated zone of basalt.  These 
tests will include profiles, grids, and CMP profiles.  
Together, these lab and lunar analog field tests 
should determine what GPR can reasonably image in 
the lunar subsurface. 
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Introduction:  In the long term, settlement of Mars 

will require local refining of industrial and construc-
tion materials.  Meteoritic iron is proposed to be one of 
the most easily available resources. 

Steel:  Steel is nearly the ideal construction mate-
rial, and the basic structural element of industrial 
equipment on Earth, with a history of thousands of 
years of technology development.  Use of steel is well 
down the learning curve.  On Earth, steel is one of the 
most economically significant construction materials.  
In 2005, the world produced 1.1 billion metric tons of 
steel.  (This vastly outstrips the production of alumi-
num, about 30 million metric tons.) 

Steel will also be a significant material for space 
construction.  Stoker et al., for example, propose refin-
ing metallic iron out of Martian iron oxides, first by 
concentrating the iron oxides with an acid leeching, 
followed by hydrogen reduction [1]. 

On Earth, iron and steel is refined from oxide 
sources ("iron ore").  While some amount of nickel-
iron meteorites reach the Earth, the iron in these mete-
orites rusts very quickly in the Earth's environment, 
and metallic iron does not persist long.  Free iron is not 
present in significant amounts on the Earth's surface. 

Iron-Nickel Meteorites on Mars:  On Mars, how-
ever, while the atmosphere is thick enough to deceler-
ate meteoroids of small to moderate mass sufficiently 
to survive impact, the carbon dioxide atmosphere and 
absence of liquid water allows nickel-iron meteorites 
to avoid oxidization, and the iron remains in reduced 
form for long periods, potentially millions of years.  

Prior to the Mars Exploration Rover mission, it was 
not commonly accepted that nickel-iron meteorites 
would be present on the surface of Mars.  In late 2004, 
however, the Mars rover "Opportunity" observed an 
unusual rock on the surface of Meridiani Planum [2] 
(figure 1).  Since the rock was located near the site of 
the discarded MER heat shield's impact point, it was 
informally tagged "Heat-shield rock."  Observations of 
the rock by the miniature Thermal Emission Spec-
trometer ("miniTES") showed a thermal signature 
similar to that of the Martian sky, apparently indicating 
reflection of sky radiation in the infrared from a nearly 
metallic surface.  Observations with the Alpha-particle 
X-ray Spectrometer ("APXS") confirmed the composi-
tion to be 93 % Fe, 7 % [3], with trace amounts of Ge 
(~300 ppm) and Ga (<100 ppm). Mössbauer spectra 
show the iron to be primarily in metallic form [2].  
This is essentially identical to the composition of a 
typical IAB iron meteorite found on Earth. 

The rock is approximately 35 cm in its longest di-
mension, with an estimated mass slightly over a hun-

dred kilograms.  Figure 2 shows a more detailed view 
of the surface.  The surface texture is very much like 
that of terrestrial iron meteorites, showing the pits or 
"regmaglypts" characteristic of ablation during passage 
through the atmosphere.   

With the single sample found, the type might have 
been considered an exception.  Approximately two 
years later, however, the Spirit rover detected via 
miniTES spectroscopy two additional examples [4] 
(Figure 3, 4).  With the discovery of three examples in 
only a few tens of km of roving, it is clear that nickel-
iron meteorites must be a common rock type on Mars. 

 
Figure 1: "Heat-shield rock," a nickel-iron meteor-

ite viewed from the Opportunity rover (Image 
NASA/JPL-Caltech/Cornell). 

Iron-Nickel as a Resource on Mars:  The discov-
ery of easily available iron and nickel in reduced, ele-
mental form on the surface of Mars will change the 
thinking on the subject of in-situ resources for con-
struction.  Iron is nearly the ideal structural material.  
The ability to produce iron without the energy-
intensive process of reduction means that production 
of steel on Mars will be even easier, and significantly 
less energy intensive, than steel production on Earth.  
This provides a welcome contrast to most proposed in-
situ production processes, which are often much more 
difficult in space than on Earth due to the necessity of 
using process sequences that allow nearly perfect recy-
cling of reactants. 

Processing Technology.  Production of steel, rather 
than simply iron, requires an addition of carbon in 
controlled quantities.  The amount of carbon needed is 
small (typically <0.35%), and carbon is easily avail-
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able from the Martian atmosphere.  Several means 
exist to reduce carbon dioxide to elemental carbon; 
one straightforward technology proposed for other 
applications is the use of the Sabatier reaction of car-
bon dioxide with hydrogen to form water and methane, 
followed by pyrolysis of the methane to produce ele-
mental carbon and hydrogen.  The water produced in 
the Sabatier process can be electrolyzed to regenerate 
the original hydrogen reactant.  

Carbonyl Processing.  On Earth, processing of 
steel typically is done starting with a melt at a tempera-
ture of 1154 C or higher.  Such high-temperature proc-
essing is possible, but may not be necessary on Mars.  
One possible processing technology that does not re-
quire such high temperature is carbonyl processing [5].  

 
Figure 2: Close-up view of "Heat-shield Rock" 

from the Opportunity rover  (Image NASA/JPL-
Caltech/Cornell).     

 
Figure 3: an apparent nickel-iron meteorite, 

viewed by the Spirit rover from the Winter-Haven 
location on sol 872. (Image NASA/JPL-
Caltech/Cornell). 

Carbonyl processing uses carbon monoxide (easily 
manufactured from the Martian atmosphere) to trans-
port the metals in the form of volatile iron- and nickel-
carbonyl.  Distillation can then separate the iron and 
nickel, allowing the composition to be modified as 
desired.  Pyrolysis of the carbonyl then returns the 
metals to metallic form.  If desired, objects can be di-
rectly manufactured by chemical vapor deposition [6]. 

Siderophile elements.  As noted by (among others) 
Lewis and Hutson [7], the residue from carbonyl ex-
traction of nickel and iron will be primarily cobalt plus 
platinum-group metals.  The cobalt can be extracted 
[7].  The remaining platinum-group elements will be of 
significant value for a number of purposes. 

 
Figure 4: "Zhong Shan", another apparent nickel-

iron meteorite, viewed by the Spirit rover from Winter 
Haven, sol 872. (Image NASA/JPL-Caltech/Cornell). 
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SNAP-derived Technology for a Lunar Surface Power System 
Roger X. Lenard, Little Prairie Engineering, Santa Fe NM 
 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has been involved in cost analysis 
for a lunar surface power system for the past several years. An initial in-house study 
generated extremely high costs with very little justification for costs and almost no basis 
of estimates for the costs. The precise costs for the lunar surface power system have not, 
to the author's knowledge, even been published, but anecdotal information suggests that 
the overall initial cost estimate was well in excess of $3B. Concurrent with this activity, 
the Naval Reactors Prime Contract Team (NRPCT) conducted a more thorough 
assessment of a lunar surface power system based upon the Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter 
reactor power system. This system possessed requirements far beyond those necessary for 
an initial lunar base (200+ kWe for 12-20 years versus 40-80 kWe for 4-5 years). Even 
with capabilities far beyond those required, the NRPCT cost estimate was substantially 
below the internal NASA study, ~$2B. More recently, two efforts have taken place at the 
Center-level within NASA. NASA has just completed a year-long effort that baselined a 
UO2/stanless steel clad Category I reactor using Stirling power conversion. A companion 
study has analyzed a Category III reactor using an Organic Rankine conversion engine. 
The center-level study was far more rigorous than the initial internal HQ study, and not 
surprisingly returned lower costs, with cost estimates ~$1.4B. Herein we detail the results 
of a study that was essentially commissioned by the NASA administrator when he 
requested what could be accomplished with SNAP-derived technologies for a lunar 
surface power system. */It is our conclusion that a lunar surface power system employing 
a Category III reactor coupled to a Toluene Organic Rankine System should cost less 
than $900M./* In this paper, we will present specifically how we have arrived at that 
conclusion. 
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Introduction:  Asteroids, a sort of small bodies in the Solar System, have been observed from ground 

and sorted in some spectrum types. Most of observed asteroids are sorted in C- (carbonaceous type) 
asteroids, the second most are in S- (Silicadeous type) and the rests are in M- (Metalliferous type), etc [1]. 
Asteroids have elemental diversity and they are interesting as space resources. Most Asteroids are observed 
between Mars and Jupiter, called an asteroid belt. In addition, some asteroids having earth crossing orbits 
(Amors, Apollos, Atens) are observed and these are the asteroids we can reach easier.  

 
Asteroid explorer “Hayabusa”:  In 2005, a Japanese asteroid explorer “Hayabusa” arrived at the 

S-asteroid “Itokawa” and resulted in scientific and engineering advancement [2]. Hayabusa also tried to 
touch down the asteroid surface and collect an asteroid sample with impact sampling method (Fig.1). We 
could not predict the surface condition of Itokawa until the Hayabusa reached there. From big boulder to 
fine regolith, a sampling method was required to collect sample in any condition. After microgravity 
experiments, we chose the impact sampling method which is suitable for microgracity environment [3]. 

 

 
Fig.1 The concept of impact sampling 

 
“Hayabusa-2” and its room for improvement:   Though “Hayabusa” is now coming back to earth, 

the next asteroid exploration mission “Hayabusa-2” has been started [4]. “Hayabusa-2” is planned to be 
developed as an copy of  “Hayabusa” so impact sampling method will be adopted once again. As one of 
the  room for improvement on “Hayabusa-2”, We have taken notice on the bullet shape and rotation. In 
Hayabusa mission, these effects on ejected mass were not evaluated.  
 

1G and low velocity experiments:  It is difficult to parameterize shape so we have first conducted 1G, 
low velocity (~ 11 m/s) experiments. We made the spring gun for safety and as many experiment times as 
possible. We used 5 different head shape bullets which are all ~ 4.7g (Fig.2). Target material was glass 
beads which was an ideal fine particle and 2 grain size (φ 5 mm and φ 500 μm) were prepared. After an 
impact, we measured the difference of target material weight, called measured ejected mass and also 
estimated mass from remaining crater volume, called estimated mass because of the uncertainty of 
measured mass. Estimated mass =  mass returned by 1G + measured mass. We also measured ejecta speed 
and ejecta angle from a HiSpeed camera. Ejecta speed and angle are nessesary for evaluating the final 
collect efficiency (Fig.3). 
 

semispherical 60° 90° 150°

The head 
shape which 
was used in 
Hayabusa 180°semispherical 60° 90° 150°

The head 
shape which 
was used in 
Hayabusa 180°  

Fig.2 5 different head shape bullets 
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Fig.3 1G, low velocity impact experiment for φ 500 μm target 

 
Results:  In φ 5 mm target, we could not find  significant differences of measured mass, estimated 

mass, ejecta speed with 5 head shape. The ejecta angle was neglected because of the difficulty of measuring. 
On the other hand, in φ 500 μm target, we could find significant increase of measured mass, estimated mass 
and ejecta speed with a 90 degree head shape bullet. These results showed that on the condition of our 
experiment, the 90 degree head shape bullet is most efficient for impact sampling. However, the ejecta 
angle of the 90 degree head shape bullet is 50-60 degree from impact surface. This result suggests that we 
also need to think a designing of a sample receiver, called a sample horn. 
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Introduction:  The NASA Lunar Architecture Team 

(LAT) has developed several candidate architecture options 
to establish a lunar outpost that includes in-situ resource 
utilization (ISRU).  Outpost development requires excava-
tion for landing and launch sites, roads, trenches, founda-
tions, radiation and thermal shielding, etc.  Furthermore, 
ISRU requires excavation as feed stock for water processing 
and oxygen production plants. The design environment for 
lunar excavation tools and equipment including low gravity, 
cost of launching massive equipment, limited power, limited 
size, high reliability, and extreme temperatures is signifi-
cantly different from terrestrial excavation equipment design 
environment. Consequently, the lunar application requires 
new approaches to developing excavation tools and equip-
ment in the context of a systems engineering approach to 
building a Lunar Outpost. 

The LAT surface architectures are examined and ana-
lyzed in the context of regolith excavation for lunar outpost 
construction and operation.  The launch manifest, outpost 
needs and the surface elements that are likely to be available 
are chronologically evaluated to determine likely concepts of 
operation and criteria for lunar outpost excavation. 
 

 

 
 
Criteria for Regolith Excavation:  The construc-

tion and resource mining tasks that are required for 
lunar outpost excavation will determine the criteria 
that will be used to establish regolith excavation re-
quirements and figures of merit as well as regolith 
excavation system concept evaluation discriminators.  
Outpost needs are evaluated in a systems engineering 

approach in order to identify the relevant tasks with 
associated sizing implications and  time schedules 
available between human landings. 

 

 
 
 Knowledge of these anticipated lunar outpost 

needs and associated criteria will help mission plan-
ners, hardware developers, researchers and scientists 
establish priorities and focus their efforts in a mean-
ingful and useful way to help realize the NASA vision 
for a lunar outpost. 
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Task %

Trenching 4
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Compacting 48
Building Berms 18

Habitat Shielding 31

100

Ice Mining 17
Regolith Mining 83

Construction 84
Mining 16
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Abstract Title: Modeling of Coagulation of Charged Dust 

Authors: Masami Nakagawa, Colorado School of Mines 

 

Abstract: 

“Moon Dust” is expected to become one of the most mission critical problems for 
both astronauts and machineries for the planned extended stay on the Moon. 
The challenges associated with the mitigation of the charged fine moon dust 
have been identified in the wide range of areas ranging from nano-toxicology to 
failed seals. In this preliminary simulation study, negatively charged particles are 
injected to a container that is filled with positively charged particles. Each 
negatively charged particle carries the same amount of charge, however, the 
amount of charge carried by a positively charged particle is scaled with its 
surface area. This feasibility study addresses issues associated with the effects 
of particle surface on the rate of coagulation.  
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Solar Thermal Power System for Oxygen Production from Lunar Regolith 
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ABSTRACT 

 
For in-situ resource utilization (ISRU) on the Moon, 
solar power is a readily available heat source.  For this 
reason, the solar furnace in which highly concentrated 
solar radiation provides the thermal energy for 
materials processing has been widely studied in the 
past. These solar furnace concepts developed in the 
past depend on simple solar concentration by parabolic 
reflectors or Fresnel lenses.  For most of the past solar 
furnace experiments, high intensity solar radiation, 
concentrated by parabolic reflectors, was applied to the 
materials in the furnace directly or through a window.  
In such an arrangement it is often difficult to achieve 
ideal heating because solar power is concentrated in a 
high temperature spot which can cause uneven heating 
and vaporization of some material components. 
Because of these difficulties in controlling the process 
environment, some material processing cycles must 
employ electric heating at the expense of significant 
power inefficiency. 
 
This paper discusses the results of the program titled 
“Multi-use Solar Thermal System for Oxygen Produc-
tion from Lunar Regolith”.  In this solar thermal sys-
tem, as schematically shown in Figure 1, solar radia-
tion is collected by the concentrator array which trans-
fers the concentrated solar radiation to the optical 
waveguide (OW) transmission line made of low loss 
optical fibers.  The OW transmission line directs the 
solar radiation to the thermal receiver for thermo-
chemical processing of lunar regolith for oxygen pro-
duction on the lunar surface. Key features of the pro-
posed system are: 
1. Highly concentrated solar radiation (~ 4 ×103) can 

be transmitted via the flexible OW transmission line 

directly to the thermal receiver for oxygen produc-
tion from lunar regolith;  

2. Power scale-up of the system can be achieved by 
incremental increase of the number of concentra-
tor units; 

3. The system can be autonomous, stationary or mo-
bile, and easily transported and deployed on the 
lunar surface; and 

4.  The system can be applied to a variety of oxygen 
production processes. 

 

Optical Waveguide Cable
High Intensity Solar Thermal Power

Concentrator Array

H-3796a

OxygenLunar Regolith

Thermochemical Processing
 

FIGURE 1.  Multi-use solar thermal system for oxy-
gen production from lunar regolith. 

 
The OW solar thermal system was originally devel-
oped for lunar materials processing with NASA/JSC 
funding support during 1994~1996 (Figure 2).  In the 
present program we made a effort to improve  each 
component of the system: (i) secondary concentrator; 
and (ii) receiver interface with oxygen production 
process.  
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FIGURE 2.  The Ground Test Model of the OW Solar 

Thermal Power System. 
 
The secondary concentrator attached to the inlet of the 
optical fiber cable acts as the funnel to inject the con-
centrated solar radiation into the optical fiber cable.  In 
previous programs PSI used the quartz secondary con-
centrator in which the solar ray from the primary con-
centrator is further concentrated by the conical quartz 
secondary concentrator. In the present program we 
developed and tested a precision machined reflective 
matrix secondary concentrator in which a matrix of 
miniature reflective non-imaging concentrators inject 
the solar flux into individual optical fibers.  The test 
results showed that the the new inlet optics have im-
proved the transmission efficiency by 20%. 
 
We conducted a series of regolith melting tests for: (i) 
imaging focus heating; and (ii) non-imaging heating of 
a lunar regolith stimulant (JSC-1). In these regolith 
melting experiments, temperature of the melt was 
measured by Type-C (W5%Re–W26%Re) thermocou-
ples.  In Figure 3 we compared the melt surface tem-
perature with the data plotted by ORBITEC for their 
CO2 Laser heating.  PSI and ORBITEC data do not 
form a single line, but the tendency is clearly the same. 
It is shown that we have achieved 1800C, the tempera-
ture necessary for the Carbothermal process.   It is im-
portant to note that we have conclusively demonstrated 
the capability of the OW solar thermal system to melt 
the lunar regolith at temperatures necessary for car-
bothermal reduction process. 
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We developed conceptual design of the solar thermal 
system for two candidate oxygen production proc-
esses: (i) hydrogen reduction and (ii) carbothermal 
reduction of lunar regolith.  For both hydrogen reduc-
tion and carbothermal reduction processes, we sized 
the solar thermal system for 1 Metric Ton of oxygen 
per year.  For both hydrogen reduction and carbother-
mal reduction processes, the necessary thermal power 
was 5.6 kW.  We developed the concept for solar 
tracking, deployment and stowage.  
 
Based on the results we obtained during the program, 
we concluded that the solar thermal system based on 
the optical waveguide (OW) technology is viable and 
effective for oxygen production from lunar regolith.  
The conceptual design work we conducted indicated 
that the system will be efficient and light-weight when 
deployed on the lunar surface.  To the best of our 
knowledge there is no basic barrier for successful im-
plementation of the proposed solar thermal technology 
for oxygen production on the moon.   
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Lunar exploration's goal of establishing a long-term 

human presence will require considerable exploitation 
of lunar regolith for applications ranging from road 
and building construction to mining the regolith for 
chemical processing. To complete these activities suc-
cessfully, mechanical properties of the regloith must be 
determined and design criteria identified. For example, 
a foundation must be large enough that the stresses 
exerted on the soil are always smaller than the soil's 
failure strength. By contrast, mined soil stored in a silo 
must be guaranteed to flow out of the hopper when the 
discharge valve opens. Here, the stresses at the hopper 
outlet must be higher than the soil's strength. In this 
work, we are interested in evaluating the flowability of 
JSC1-a and, eventually, comparing it to that of actual 
lunar regolith. 

Flowability of powders (or "bulk materials", as 
they are also known) depends on intrinsic strength 
properties of the material, on the geometry of the hop-
per (i.e., cone angle and orifice size) and on the pow-
der-hopper wall friction. Given a bulk material and a 
hopper wall material, the hopper design consists, then, 
in determining hopper cone angle and orifice size such 
that powder flow is guaranteed. In this work, we have 
done a complete characterization of JSC1-a flowabil-
ity, from powder strength to powder-wall friction that 
allows us to design a hopper following the method of 
Jenike [1]. 

The central measurement is the powder's "yield lo-
cus". This is a plot of yield shear (or shear at failure) 
versus normal load. Typically, such a plot looks sche-
matically as in fig. 1. In each yield locus, the powder is 
first submitted to a normal "consolidation" pressure 
which is higher than the normal loads used in the indi-
vidual yield points and pre-sheared to steady state at 
the consolidation load. The yield locus line is inter-
preted using the Mohr-Coulomb theory: 

τf  =  c  + σ  tan φ , 
where τf is shear at failure (yield shear), c is cohesion, 
σ is normal load during failure and φ is internal friction 
angle. Using two Mohr circles as shown in fig. 1, one 
can determine the major consolidation stress (MCS), 
i.e., the major principal stress at the consolidation pres-
sure in steady state pre-shear; and the unconfined yield  
strength (UYS), i.e., the major principal stress at fail-
ure when the minor principal stress is zero (that is, 
there are no confining stresses exerted on the powder). 
A plot of UYS vs. MCS, with consolidation pressure as 
the parameter, is known as "flow function" and is a 
basic flowability indicator. When the flow function of 

material 1 lies above that of material 2, then material 1 
is "less flowable" than material 2, all other things be-
ing equal. 

In this talk we will give an overview of the Schulze 
ring shear method for measuring bulk material strength 
relevant to flowability. We will then present our com-
plete characterization of JSC1-a flowability and will 
apply those measurements to determine a hopper de-
sign. We will show drastic differences between JSC1-
a's flowability when it has been disturbed by pre-shear 
versus when the same material has been consolidated 
thoroughly and taken to failure without further distur-
bance. Future work will deal with flowability of lunar 
regolith. Comparison of lunar regolith and JSC1-a will 
inform simulant developers about relevant features that 
most significantly impact a simulant flowability re-
quirements. 

 
References:  
[1] Jenike, A. W. "Storage and flow of solids", Bul-

letin No. 123 of the Utah Engineering Experiment Sta-
tion, Bulletin of the University of Utah, 53 (26), No-
vember 1964.  

Figure 1 Yield locus for a given consolidation pressure. 
The Mohr circles determine the major consolidation 
stress (MCS) and unconfined yield strength (UCY). 
Admissible yield locus points must be between the two 
circles' tangency points to the yield locus line. Blue 
points are yield failure points. 
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An Industrial-Grade Power Generation, 
Management and Distribution System  

for Lunar Surface ISRU Applications 
 
Gary ‘ROD’ Rodriguez 
Roger X. Lenard 
 
Abstract:  A top-level design and implementation study of a Lunar Power Generation and Distribution 
System has been commissioned.  The chief objective of this study is to capture the rough order of 
magnitude costs for the first installation.  The study elaborates the details of a four-prong solution space.  
The principal implementation decisions to be considered in the architecture are 1), whether a 
transmission line backbone should be based upon direct current or alternating current, and 2), whether 
the circuit architecture should be based upon semiconductor or vacuum tube technologies. 
 
Prior work by the authors has shown that aluminum is a conductor preferred over copper for the 
transmission cables and that uninsulated conductors can be buried at a shallow depth to avoid 
interference with robotic and human traffic.  Other safety attributes are discussed, including the use of 
very radiation-hardened Vacuum-Tube Technologies for reactor, thermal and power distribution controls. 
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Defining Intercept Orbits for NEO 2004 GU9 in Support  
of Potential Long-Duration Manned or Sample-Return Missions 

 
Justin G. Rodriguez 
 
Abstract:  The public has an interest in Near-Earth Objects (NEOs) which covers a spectrum from 
fascination with impacting asteroids with space probes to morbid worries about extinction-level events 
(ELEs) caused by asteroids impacting the Earth.  The In-Situ Resource Utilization (ISRU) community 
would do well to exploit this interest by developing a series of joint NASA and commercial missions to a 
NEO which is relatively easy to access, provides regular communication windows and whose position is 
easily predictable. 
 
It is proposed that 2004 GU9 is an excellent candidate of the several NEOs which have been surveyed.  
GU9, an asteroid in an orbit with a semi-major axis similar to that of Earth serves as a target which meets 
the needs of the ISRU community. Its orbit is well-understood and the regular close passes to earth 
provide the NEO community several opportunities to improve upon their knowledge of the asteroid. Due 
to its relatively high inclination orbit and earth-like range from the sun, 2004 GU9 appears to spiral (orbit) 
once around the Earth per year, crossing Earth’s orbit twice as it travels from above our orbit to below 
and then back out again. 
 
The author has developed the orbital mechanics models necessary to identify highly efficient intercepts 
that take advantage of Earth’s proximity to 2004 GU9. Two methods of intercept are detailed including a 
traditional Hohmann transfer orbit and a unique direct flight. 
 
Intercepting this object with unmanned probes, sample-return and finally, manned missions would be an 
exciting enterprise, with worldwide appeal.  The technologies and methods employed in such missions 
are precursors to long-duration missions to Mars and would provide opportunity to ‘shakedown’ systems 
and operations.  Such missions would also give the ISRU community another planetary context in 
addition to the Moon and Mars for development of operations and methods. 
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ISRU SYSTEM MODEL TOOL: FROM EXCAVATION TO OXYGEN PRODUCTION.  E. Santiago-
Maldonado1 and D. L. Linne2, 1NASA KSC Mail Code KT-D Kennedy Space Center, FL 32828, Edgardo.Santiago-
Maldonado-1@nasa.gov, 2NASA GRC, MS 301-3 21000 Brookpark Rd Cleveland, OH 44135, 
Diane.L.Linne@nasa.gov 

 
Introduction:  

In the late 80’s, conceptual designs for an in situ oxy-
gen production plant were documented in a study by 
Eagle Engineering [1].  In the “Summary of Findings” 
of this study, it is clearly pointed out that: “reported 
process mass and power estimates lack a consistent 
basis to allow comparison.” The study goes on to say: 
“A study to produce a set of process mass, power, and 
volume requirements on a consistent basis is recom-
mended.”  Today, approximately twenty years later, as 
humans plan to return to the moon and venture be-
yond, the need for flexible up-to-date models of the 
oxygen extraction/production process has become 
even more clear.  
Multiple processes for the production of oxygen from 
lunar regolith are being investigated by NASA, aca-
demia, and industry.  Three processes that have shown 
technical merit are molten regolith electrolysis, hydro-
gen reduction, and carbothermal reduction.  These 
processes have been selected by NASA as the basis for 
the development of the ISRU System Model Tool 
(ISMT). In working to develop up-to-date system 
models for these processes NASA hopes to accomplish 
the following: (1) help in the evaluation process to 
select the most cost-effective and efficient process for 
further prototype development, (2) identify key pa-
rameters, (3) optimize the excavation and oxygen pro-
duction processes, and (4) provide estimates on energy 
and power requirements, mass and volume of the sys-
tem, oxygen production rate, mass of regolith required, 
mass of consumables, and other important parameters.  
Also, as confidence and high fidelity is achieved with 
each component’s model, new techniques and proc-
esses can be introduced and analyzed at a fraction of 
the cost of traditional hardware development and test 
approaches. A first generation ISRU System Model 
Tool has been used to provide inputs to the Lunar Ar-
chitecture Team studies.   
 

Model Description:   
A typical end-to-end ISRU system model is composed 
of a regolith excavation system, regolith feed system, 
chemical processing plant, and liquefaction and stor-
age system.  The system model is divided into modules 
that represent unit operations (e.g., electrolyzer, gas 
separator, reactor, liquefaction, etc).  This modularity 
(plug-n-play) feature allows the use of the same unit 
operation model in different oxygen production sys-
tems simulations, resulting in comparable and consis-

tent results. Each unit operation is modeled theoreti-
cally using Excel and Visual Basic for Applications 
(VBA), and validated using available experimental 
data from on-going laboratory work.  Each module 
contains a worksheet called “Databus” that functions 
as an interface between modules. This Databus con-
tains input and output fields, where parameters are 
grouped into arrays using the Range Name feature of 
Excel.  These arrays are m-by-1 matrices (m being the 
number of parameters in the array), and can include 
strings, booleans, and numerical values.   
Modules are linked to each other using ‘flow arrays’ 
containing temperature, pressure, and flow rates of 
each compound present in the stream.  Furthermore, 
each module contains “Global” Inputs/Outputs and 
“Design” Inputs/Outputs.  Global I/O are those pa-
rameters of interest at the high level such as location of 
lunar outpost, type of power system, mass, power, vol-
ume, etc.  Design I/O are those parameters that are 
specific to each module such as efficiency, diameter, 
materials, etc. 
 

ISRU System Model Tool:  
The ISMT consists of sub-systems integrated using a 
commercial off-the-shelf model integration software 
[2].  This software offers a graphical interface to link 
or connect each Excel model file, a trade study tool, a 
parametric study tool, and an optimization tool.  The 
ISMT consists of: Excavation sub-system, Regolith 
Handling sub-system, Reactor sub-system, Electro-
lyzer sub-system, Liquefaction sub-system, and Ther-
mal Energy sub-system.  The following is a brief de-
scription of the capabilities and features of these sub-
systems: 
Excavation sub-system: 
• Force module calculates forces on digging tools 

and wheels/tracks based on classical soil mechan-
ics correlations; dimensions of digging tool, 
wheels, and chassis; and power/energy require-
ments for digging and driving operations. 

• Mass module calculates the mass of individual 
components (digging tool, boom arm, motors & 
actuators, chassis, etc.) based on the dimensions 
and forces calculated in force module. 

• Options for bucket wheel, front-end loader, back-
hoe, and bull-dozer blade. 

• Options for wheels or tracks. 
• Options for continuous or intermittent digging. 
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• Capability to vary vehicle velocity, depth of cut, 
soil properties, surface slope (for driving), digging 
rate (e.g., regolith per day), per-delivery load, 
down-time between deliveries, and many other 
variables. 

Regolith Handling sub-system: 
• Includes feed and dump hoppers and augers. 
• Hoppers are sized based on amount of regolith 

stored. 
• Augers have an option for heat exchange between 

the feed auger (cold regolith) and dump auger 
(hot-spent regolith). 

Reactor sub-system: 
• Options for carbothermal processing, hydrogen 

reduction processing, and molten regolith elec-
trolysis. 

• Carbothermal processing option includes a car-
bothermal reactor, desulfurization unit, and 
methanation reactor.  Carbothermal reactor, desul-
furization, and methanation reactor models are 
based on recent design concepts [3].  

• Hydrogen reduction processing option includes a 
hydrogen reduction reactor and desulfurization 
unit.  Hydrogen reduction reactor has options for a 
fluidized bed, loosely-packed bed, and a rotating 
bed (currently being developed) [4].   

Electrolyzer sub-system: 
• Options for proton exchange membrane (PEM) 

and solid oxide (SO) electrolyzer.   
• PEM electrolyzer option includes a micro-channel 

heat exchanger, condenser, water pump, phase 
separator, PEM electrolyzer, and a water absorp-
tion bed.  

• SO electrolyzer option includes gas phase separa-
tors and SO electrolyzer. 

Liquefaction sub-system: 
• The liquefaction sub-system includes radiators, 

cryocoolers, and storage tanks.  This sub-system 
has an option for single or multiple cryocoolers 
for condensing the oxygen produced and manag-
ing boil-off. 

Thermal Energy sub-system: 
• The thermal energy sub-system includes a rigid 

solar concentrator [3] to provide thermal energy to 
the reactors.  An inflatable solar concentrator op-
tion is currently being developed.   

 
The ISMT is capable of performing optimization on an 
ISRU system composed of one option of each sub-
system.  Furthermore, the ISMT allows for trade stud-
ies of each system configuration by replacing any op-
tion within each sub-system. 

The latest version of the ISRU System Modeling Tool 
will be presented along with results and trade studies 
of various system configurations.   
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Introduction:  The Northern Centre for Advanced 

Technology Inc. (NORCAT) fabricated an Engineering 
Breadboard Unit (EBU) of the Excavation and Bulk Regolith 
Characterization (EBRC) Module as part of Phase 2 devel-
opment of NASA’s RESOLVE project.  The hardware dem-
onstrates an integrated point solution for sample acquisition 
from as deep as 1 metre, sample transfer, and sample condi-
tioning, as a supply to the RESOLVE science experiments.   

The integrated drill, sample capture device, transfer 
turret, and sample processing unit (metering device 
and crusher) were operated using the computer control 
system developed for autonomous operation.  High 
level commands were issued by a simulated 
RESOLVE master event controller. A prototype 
RAMAN/CHAMP viewing chamber, which links the 
crusher outlet and the Regolith Volatile Characteriza-
tion oven, was in place to demonstrate integration of 
the EBRC with the downstream RESOLVE subsys-
tems. Final demonstration was performed in June 
2007.   

Testing was performed under three operational sce-
narios to demonstrate mechanical capabilities and inte-
gration as well as autonomous operation and orchestra-
tion of the different activities. The system successfully 
demonstrated abort and safe drill operations, sample 
capture, sample transfer, sample parsing and sample 
preparation (crushing) under fully autonomous control.  

 
Figure 1:  EBRC Unit  
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CRYOTESTING OF DRILL COMPONENTS.  Leanne Sigurdson1 and Dale Boucher1 
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Introduction:  In Situ Resource Utilization (ISRU) 

technology development requires excavation equip-
ment to be resilient against the severe lunar environ-
ment.  Potentially problematic issues include the abra-
sive quality of the lunar regolith, vacuum, lower gravi-
tational forces and extreme temperatures. 

During development of planetary drilling and ex-
cavation equipment at The Northern Centre for Ad-
vanced Technology Inc. (NORCAT), the need to test 
down the hole components became evident.  One area 
requiring basic testing to be performed involved moni-
toring the performance and investigating wear issues 
of drilling equipment subjected to lunar like tempera-
tures.  Temperatures in the polar regions of the moon 
can range between approximately 40 Kelvin (K) and 
220 K [1] A cryotesting plan was prepared and imple-
mented to test down the hole equipment at tempera-
tures of approximately 98 K.   

This work generated a variety of data and proce-
dures that will facilitate the testing of various pieces of 
planetary excavation equipment under simulated 
planetary temperatures.  It has also provided important 
baseline data for the development of measure while 
drilling automony, particularly as it relates to the dif-
ferentiation between rock and ice bearing media.    

This talk will present the cryotesting results in 
terms of down the hole hardware survivability. 

 
 

 
Figure 1: NORCAT’s Cryotemper 
 

References: [1] ed. G.H. Heiken, D.T. Vaniman 
and B.M. French (1991) The Lunar Sourcebook:  a 
user’s guide to the moon, 34–36.  
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Layered Architectures for Mitigation and Processing  

of Planetary Dust for  
Manned and Robotic Space Exploration 

 
Frederick A. Slane  
Gary ‘ROD’ Rodriguez 
 
Abstract:  This paper is a fully elaborated version of the paper submitted to ASCE 2005 which was 
constrained in length and content.  Multiple methods, technologies and protocols have been proposed 
elsewhere to address the many disparate aspects of dust mitigation.  Effective integration of this 
emerging patchwork of solutions will require consistent metrics across disciplines.  We posit a multi-
layered mitigation architecture with attainable criteria for each layer.  With astronaut(s) at the 'center' of 
the protection layers, environmental standards would set the criteria for the innermost level.  Construction 
of the architecture will establish specific definitions, specifications, standards, implementation contexts 
and exceptions.  Key to the success of the methodology proposed are successive layers of application, 
providing a robust redundancy.  The baseline environmental definitions deliberately set the design points 
to reasonable and adequate standards. Provisional working standards are set as placeholders.  The 
architecture will serve to align the many mitigation opportunities into a manageable set of engineering 
guidelines. 
 
This research was supported under NASA BAA Contract NNM05AA88C.   
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Development of a Bucket-Ladder Excavator in Support  

of the Lunar Exploration Architecture: 
Three Sections of the Final Report 

 
Abstract:  The Multi-Purpose Excavation Demonstrator (MPED) is a commercial effort and a third 
generation of technology, following drum, bucket wheel and bucket ladder excavator work by the 
Colorado School of Mines.  The Moonraker™ is an industrial instantiation, designed to be commercially 
viable, with the prototype machine currently under construction.   
 
The MPED excavator is euphemistically dubbed ‘the Blade’ because of its strong resemblence to a 
chainsaw.  The unit is built mostly of machined Aluminum, COTS bearings, motor and seals and steel 
Pintle Chain.  The device will feature a COTS industrial controller as the development continues.  Several 
of its features were measures for dust mitigation or exploitation as well as for digging functions.  Civil 
engineering, structural construction and ISRU mining and manufacturing contexts were present for the 
formulation of the design.  The sysRAND MPED Team has worked to achieve at least TRL 6 when the 
excavator completes testing and field trials. 
 
Three significant sections of seventeen of the project’s Final Report are presented. 
 
Section 6:  CONOPS 
Frederick A. Slane 
Justin G. Rodriguez  
Gary ‘ROD’ Rodriguez 
 
Section 8:  SIZING AND SCALING 
Lee Johnson 
Paul van Susante 
 
Section 12:  Mechanical Hardware Design 
Don Arbuckle 
 
This research was supported under NASA BAA Contract NNJ07JB25C.   
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IRONMAKING FROM LUNAR SOIL SIMULANT BY SMELTING REDUCTION METHOD. H. Sonezaki1, 
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tute of Technology, 2-12-1, Ookayama, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 152-8552 Japan, sone@mtl.titech.ac.jp, 2Tokyo Institute 
of Technology, rie@mtl.titech.ac.jp, 3Tokyo Institute of Technology, masahiro_svsa@mtl.titech.ac.jp, 4Institute of 
Technology, Shimizu Corporation, 3-4-17, Etchujima, Koto-ku, Tokyo 135-8530 Japan, saoki@shimiz.co.jp, 
5Shimizu Corporation, kanamori@shimiz.co.jp, 6SELENE, Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), 2-1-1, 
Sengen, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-8505 Japan, matsui.kai@jaxa.jp 

 
 
Introduction:  Recently the Moon has attracted 

much attention internationally since NASA announced 
its new vision of ‘Human Missions on the Moon – 
Going to and Staying on the Moon –’ in 2004 [1, 2]. 
For staying on the Moon, oxygen and water are essen-
tial to life support. Even though these materials could 
be transported from the Earth, it would be financially 
better to produce them in situ from lunar soils. 
Against this background, there have been relatively 

many attempts carried out about oxygen and water 
production from lunar soils [3-5].  For water produc-
tion, the reduction method by H2 is one of the most 
commonly applied techniques, and ilmenite (one of 
chemical components of the lunar soil) is most easily 
reduced to produce water and metallic iron as by-
product. Iron would be also useful as materials for 
rover vehicle and lunar base construction. Thus, it is 
considered that efficient production methods for iron 
as well as oxygen and water become important in the 
future. However, there are few extant studies about 
ironmaking from lunar soils [6]. 
 Iron can be produced from lunar soils by H2 reduc-

tion, being dispersed in the shape of fine particles in 
the soils after processing. Therefore, it is desired to 
develop a reduction technique which can produce iron 
bulk from lunar soils, to which the melting process 
would be essential. The present work focuses on iron-
making from lunar soils via melting. To such a process 
as well, reducing agents are inevitable and should be 
taken from the Earth. Graphite would be a reasonable 
candidate as reducing agent in consideration of the 
safety in transportation. Consequently, the objectives 
of the present work are to make iron from lunar soil 
simulant by the smelting reduction method using 
graphite as reducing agent and to estimate the reaction 
rate for further increase in productivity.  

 

Experimental: Samples used were the lunar soil 
simulant FJS-1 supplied from JAXA. Table 1 gives 
chemical compositions of the FJS-1 simulant and the 
lunar soil which Apollo 14 brought back from a mare 
of the Moon. The simulant was prepared so as to re-
produce the chemical composition and the grain size 
distribution of the lunar soil and contained about 10 
mass% FeO. The melting point of the simulant was 
determined to be about 1550 K by differential thermal 
analysis (DTA).  

To obtain efficient contact between the simulant 
and the reducing agent, graphite powders (about 50 g) 
were mixed with the simulant (about 2.9 g), where the 
amount of graphite was determined by taking into ac-
count the amount of carbon enough for complete re-
duction of FeO on the assumption of the chemical re-
action FeO + C → Fe + CO. The mixture was con-
tained in a graphite crucible (35 mm inner diameter 
and 95 mm height) and was melted in an electric fur-
nace at temperatures 1610 - 1821 K for 15 - 300 min in 
a flow of Ar, as shown in Figure 1. The waste gas of 
0.5 cm3 was sampled every 30 min and the chemical 
compositions were analyzed by gas chromatography. 
Chemical compositions of products were determined 
using X-ray fluorescence analysis (XRF) to calculate 
the reduction rate.  

Results: Figure 2a shows a view of a glassy sam-
ple (slag) obtained after the experiment. The color of 
the sample was dark green, which suggests the 

Figure 1 Experimental apparatus 

Thermocouple

Mixture of simulant 
and graphite powder

Gas in Gas out 

Table 1 Chemical compositions of lunar soil and simulant 
Compositions / 

mass% 
Lunar soil 
(Apollo14) 

Simulant  
(FJS-1) 

SiO2 48.3 50.3 
Al2O3 17.5 16.3 
Fe2O3 0.00 4.42 
FeO 10.4 8.70 

Others 23.8 20.3 
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presence of iron ions. There were a few metallic iron 
particles observed at the surface of the sample; how-
ever, no particles were observed in the sample. Figure 
2b shows the bottom of the crucible after the experi-
ment at 1613 K for 300 min. There are many iron par-
ticles (about 1 mm diameter) at the bottom of the cru-
cible.  

The most part of the product was a slag as shown 
Figure 2a, and it was very difficult to weigh the total 
mass of produced iron by separating it from the slag. 
Thus, the concentration of FeO in the slag was ana-
lyzed by XRF to estimate the reduction rate. Figure 3 
shows the change in the FeO concentration in the slag 
with the holding time at 1821 K. The concentration of 
FeO decreases with the holding time and reaches about 
0.3 mol% in 120 min, which suggests that about 98 % 
of FeO in the simulant was reduced. In addition, the 
reduction proceeded more rapidly with increasing the 
melting temperature. 

The analysis of the chemical composition of waste 
gas indicated that the gas generated by reduction was 
only CO throughout the experiment and that its 
amount decreased with the holding time. These find-
ings support the assumption that the reduction of FeO 
proceeds as follows: 
 
FeO (in molten simulant) + C (graphite) 

→ Fe (l) +CO (g)     (1) 
 
Discussion: To determine the activation energy of 

the reduction process, it is assumed that the rate con-
trolling step is a chemical reaction given by Eq. (1) 
since there were enough graphite powders in the cruci-
ble. 

In a first-order reaction, its reaction rate (v) can be 
expressed by the following: 

 
[ ] [ ]FeOFeO k
dt

dv =−=                 (2) 

 
leading to 

 
ln[FeO] = - kt + ln[FeO]0              (3) 
 

where k is the reaction rate constant, [FeO] is the con-
centration in mol% of FeO in the sample ([FeO]0 for 
the initial concentration) and t is the time after the cru-
cible was placed in the furnace. 

The first-order rate constant can be obtained on the 
basis of Eq.(3) from the plot of ln[FeO] vs t at each 
experimental temperature, which plot showed good 
linearity between ln[FeO] and t. Furthermore, the acti-
vation energy of the reaction (Ea) can be calculated on 
the basis of the Arrhenius equation as follows: 

RT
E

Ak a−= lnln  

 
where A is a constant, R is the gas constant and T is the 
temperature. The value of activation energy was de-
rived as 168 kJmol-1 from the slope of the linear por-
tion obtained in the plot of lnk vs T -1. This magnitude 
of the energy is reasonable for chemical reaction con-
trol. Thus, higher temperature melting and more effi-
cient contact between lunar soils and graphite powders 
would increase the reduction rate.  

 
 

 
Conclusions: The FJS-1 simulant was reduced by 

the smelting method using graphite as reducing agent 
to produce metallic iron. The reduction was almost 
completed in 120 min at 1821 K. It is likely to produce 
iron by melting mixtures of lunar soils and graphite 
powders even on the Moon. 

 
References: [1] NASA (2004) The Vision for 

Space Explaration. [2] Wilson J. (2005) GoddardView, 
1, 2. [3] Watanabe T. et al. (2006) SRR VIII, 66-67. 
[4] Ramachandran N. et al. (2006) Space 2006 Confer-
ence, 4, 2605-2613 [5] Taylor L.A. and Carrier III 
W.D. (1992) AIAA J., 30, 2858-2863. [6] Temple, D.G. 
et al. (2006) Earth and Space, 67. 
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Figure 3 Change in FeO concentration in slag at 
1821 K 

(a)

10 mm

(b)
(a)

10 mm

(b)

Figure 2 Photographs of (a) glass sample ob-
tained after experiment and (b) bottom of cruci-
ble after experiment at 1613 K for 300 min 
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PNEUMATIC LUNAR REGOLITH EXCAVATOR.  K. Zacny1, G. Mungas2, C. Mungas2, D. Fisher2, and M. 
Hedlund1. 1Honeybee Robotics (zacny@honeybeerobotics.com), 2Firestar Engineering. 
 
 

Introduction:  We investigated space-based pneu-
matic jet lift excavation systems (a vacuum cleaner 
that operates in vacuum conditions). Experiments 
demonstrated 3000:1 mining efficiencies (mass of lu-
nar simulant : mass of gas) of lunar simulant using a 
cold gas at 1 Torr pressure. The advantages of the jet-
lift method compared to traditional mechanical excava-
tors: 
• Simple, no moving part configuration for excava-

tion with the option for particle size differentiation 
• Ability to potentially heat excavated particles to 

high temperature with efficient convective heat 
transfer in collection gas stream 

• Can potentially leverage off surface chemical 
power systems if surface-based assets could oper-
ate with NOFB monopropellant engines. 

 

 
Figure 1. A concept of a pneumatic regolith miner with noz-
zles in front, storage tank (center) and two outlets (back) for 
optional transfer of regolith through the tube into a distant 

plant. 
Pneumatic Mining: Background   
In the proposed jet-lift mining system the mining 

nozzle is lowered into the soil.  A series of holes along 
the circumference of the nozzle allow gas to enter from 
outside (Figure 2).  As the nozzle is carried forward, 
regolith is collected in the nozzle tubing (Figure 3).  
Once enough regolith is collected above the holes, a 
burst of gas lifts the regolith into the collection bin.  
The nozzle may continue moving forward collecting 
more regolith with intermittent bursts.  

Jet-lift mining shares several advantages with 
pneumatic drilling over traditional mechanical mining .  
These include the use of gas circulation to lift soil; 
lower operating power; and the ability to make the 
system extend telescopically reducing complexity, 
volume and mass.  In addition, jet-lift mining is more 

robust than mechanical mining, as the absence of any 
moving parts prevents the abrasive lunar soil from 
jamming and wearing out the system. 

 
Figure 2. Components of the tube nozzle.  Nozzle consisted 

of a tube with holes drilled at 45 degree spacing (5 holes 
together) along the bottom half of the tube.  Gas flowed be-

tween the tube and the outer housing and exited through the 5 
holes.   

 

 
Figure 3. Traverse mining setup. Mining tube is dragged 

across the surface while gas is used to lift the particles up into 
the tube and excavator container (top right). Experiments 

were conducted at 1 Torr pressure in lunar regolith simulant. 
Results indicated that with 1 kg of gas 3000 kg of regolith 

can be mined. 
Pneumatic Mining: Performance 
We experimentally demonstrated 3000:1 mass lift-

ing efficiencies (mass of lunar simulant to mass of gas) 
of lunar simulant using an atmospheric air at 300K 
(Figure 4). These highest efficiencies were achieved 
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with short pulses of gas as opposed to a continuous 
flow of gas. Accounting for the lower lunar gravity, 
the system would need 1 kg of monopropellant to mine 
6-9 tons of lunar regolith [1]. Assuming the oxygen 
extraction rate of 1%, we would need 1 kg of mono-
propellant or another gas to produce 60-90 kg of oxy-
gen. Since the initial ISRU requirement is to produce  
~2 tons of oxygen per year, we would need to supply 
22-33 kg  of monopropellant or another gas per year to 
produce the required 2 tons of oxygen annually (this is 
less than fits in the Toyota Corolla fuel tank). This 
feedstock is contained within ~60m3 of lunar regolith 
which would need to be mined over the year. (Note for 
the 1m excavation depth scenario, this corresponds to 
stripped surface areas as small as ~8m x 8m per year).  

Pneumatic mining system for Moon has been pro-
posed before by David McKay of Johnson Space Cen-
ter [personal communication]. In 1993, Sullivan et al. 
[1] evaluated the feasibility of pneumatic transfer for 
the movement of regolith (lunar soil) at a lunar base at 
lunar gravity conditions on NASA's KC-135 aircraft. 
They found that the choking velocity (in the vertical 
transfer) and the saltation velocity (in the horizontal 
transfer) at lunar gravity were reduced to 1/2-1/3 of the 
velocity required at 1 g. (chocking and salvation ve-
locities are minimum velocities that keep particles 
aloft). This means that the mining efficiency will dou-
ble or triple under the lunar gravity environment. Thus, 
with 1kg of gas 6000-9000 kg of regolith can be mined 
at 1/6g (Moon).  

 
Figure 4. Mining Efficiency (M.E.) results from testing the 
traverse jet-lift mining tube nozzle.  Mining Efficiency as a 
function of Pulse Duration (T). P = 8 Torr and Q = 4 SLPM.  

For all tests, the tube was inserted 0.75 inches below the 
simulant surface and pulled 8 inches across.   

Other Applications of Pneumatic Mining:   
Pneumatic mining produces a fluidized particle 

stream. This “dusty gas” provides a convenient means 
for 1) heat transport into the solid particles, and 2) 
particle sorting and separation. In the case of heat 
transport, lunar regolith in a vacuum environment is 

highly insulating (only 4 times more thermally conduc-
tive than aerogel insulation which is currently one of 
the best engineering insulations known to mankind).  

 
Figure 5. Candidate jet-lift heat exchanger and gas separa-

tor 
Direct heat transport through a bed of lunar re-

golith, therefore, requires very large thermal gradients 
between the heat source and the rest of the regolith 
bed. These large gradients can easily result in tempera-
tures in the vicinity of the heating source elements that 
exceed the local sintering temperature of the regolith. 
The highly insulating value of lunar regolith, therefore, 
complicates preheating necessary for ISRU high tem-
perature chemical reactions. Alternatively, the rela-
tively high heat transfer coefficients of lunar particles 
suspended in a gas that is being heated through a heat 
exchanger allows for a more rapid, efficient, and uni-
form heating of the particles (Figure 5). These high 
temperature particles can be easily separated from the 
excavation gas in a settling bed. 
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